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OPPOSING VIEWS OFFERED FOR SUPER BOWL
Columnist Don Hensley tells why San Francisco will win fourth NFL title;
Columnist Mike Mominey counters, predicting a Denver victory

■ -see Sports p. 10

The Nation's Best College Newspaper
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Weather
High 45
Low 28c

of BG cafe
BRIEFLY Name
must
be
changed
CAMPUS
by Wynne Everett
city writer

Ex-swimmer pleads

gulltyj'ormer University student
and swim team member Craig
Janeck has pleaded guilty to his
involvement in the rash of computer
thefts which occurred on campus last
spring.
Janeck orginally was set to stand
trial today, accused of receiving
stolen property, a fourth degree
felony, according to Wood County
Assistant Prosecutor David
Woessner.
"All nine individuals charged in
connection with the thefts have now
pled guilty," Woessner said.
A sentencing date for Janeck has
been set for March 2 at 10:30 a.m. in
Judge Gale Williamson's court.

Resignation rescinded:

Benjamin Muego decided to revoke
his resignation he submitted Tuesday
with Ann-Marie Lancaster and Blaine
Ritts, the former chairwoman and
vice-chairman of Faculty Senate.
Senate Executive Committee
members contacted by telephone
Wednesday morning unanimously
approved Muego's desire to return to
the Faculty Senate. After
consideration Muego decided he
wanted to continue to serve as
secretary and provide continuity in
the senate leadership.

NATION
Mora homo gyms: Baby

boomers and the physical fitness
trend have given rise to specialty
exercise rooms. "Cocooning" or the
desire to stay home after returning
from work has given rise to rooms
stocked with gear ranging from
several pieces in an extra bedroom to
a customized area costing thousands.
One custom homebuilder says
$400,000 to 1800,000 homes in one area
will include basement exercise
rooms.

Boat haart disaasa: Heart

disease prevention should begin in
early childhood, especially with diet,
says a study presented Monday at the
American Heart Association forum in
Texas.
By age 25, people who smoke and
have high cholesterol have double the
artery deposits of non-smokers and
those with normal cholesterol.

Newman acts with

money: Problems like AIDS, the
environment, elderly, homeless and
children received the bulk of $7
million raisedby Paul Newman's food
company in 1969. The actor founded
the Newman's Own product line of
salad dressingjpopcorn and other
items in 1982. Charitable donations to
date total $26 million.

Drug facade: It's not easy to

beat a dru§ test or to fail it without
cause, but it can happen. People who
try to skew the results have
exchanged their urine with a non-drug
user's; there is also "clean" urine on
the black market. But some non-users
can test positive for drugs by eating
poppy seeds, drinking some herbal
teas or taking common medication
likeibuprofen.

HISTORY
On this date: The Falcon icers
clobbered Notre Dame 8-3 in 1974. The
loss was the Irish's worst of the
season at that point, but improved
BG's record to 13-14. Falcon team
captain Bronco Bartley called the
victory one of the University's great
wins.
Freshman goalie Al Sarachman
said he was gaining confidence
through his teairniMtw' strong play.
"They pick up the rebounds and
give me the support I need," he said.
Compiled from local and wire reports

Soft Rock has finally come to the end
of a "Hard" time with its name.
Under pressure from Hard Rock
Cafe Licensing Corporation, Soft Rock
Cafe, 104 S. Main St. is being forced to
change its name.
Soft Rock's owner, Victor Pirooz,
said he decided to change the restaurant's name to avoid lengthy and costly
legal battles with Hard ROCK.
Pirooz, who wants to franchise Soft
Rock, applied to the federal government for a trademark on his restaurant's name and logo in January 1988.
Six months later, Pirooz began receiving letters from Hard Rock's attorneys asking him to withdraw his application and change the restaurant s
name.
The United States Patent Office publishes all applications for trademarks
and allows anyone with a complaint
against the application to file these.

Ralph Kalish, attorney for Hard
Rock, said he discovered the look-alike
name when Pirooz applied for a trademark.
"We knew they had filed an application with the trade office," Kalish said.
"That's when we came upon it, and we
took action. We're not out for blood,
we're just out to protect our name."
"We can fight it," Pirooz said. "But
my attorneys tell me that it would take
three to six years and cost me
$20,000-130,000. That's if we win. It's not
worth it to wait with the franchises
ready to go."
"We're ready to franchise now,"
Pirooz said. "That was what we were
looking for when we started two and a
half years ago. That's why we wanted a
trademark on our name.''
Pirooz said there are people in other
Ohio cities as well as a national hotel
chain who are interested in opening
Soft Rock Cafes.
"I'm afraid they will lose interest f
we have to wait," Pirooz said.
See Softrock, page 3.

Bush veto overridden;
students get support
by Jim Drlnkard
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - The House voted
overwhelmingly Wednesday to override President Bush's veto of legislation protecting Chinese students from
deportation, while Bush appealed to
Republican senators to resist and help
him keep open ties to the world's most
populous nation.
The House vote of 390 to 25 sent the
matter to the Senate, where both sides
said the outcome of Thursday's scheduled vote was in doubt.
House Speaker Thomas Foley declared, "I don't think what's most on
the minds of the members of Congress
is the sensitivities of the present
Chinese leadership.... This is a leadership that has in our judgment failed to
respect the rights of its own citizens."
On the issue of China, the president

has lost his credibility," said Rep. Stephen Solarz, D-N.Y., chairman of the
House Foreign Affairs Asia subcommittee.
Bush pinned his hopes on the Senate,
where both Democratic and Republican senators predicted a cliffhanger.
The president, National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft and Secretary of
State James Baker HI all were telephoning senators through the day.
Bush was publicly appealing to GOP
senators to support him in the face of
what he termed "crass politics" played
by some supporters of the override.
The legislation would affect as many as
32,000 Chinese students now in the
United States on "exchange visitor"
visas. The bill would waive a legal requirement that those students return
home for two years after their visas
expire before returning to the United

Ontitled

BG News/Brock Vlsnlch

Senior Katie Smith blends oil paints on her acrylic palette while working on
an independent study project In the Fine Arts Building Wednesday afternoon.
Smith plans to enter the untitled painting in the Senior Art Show which will
open March 2 in the McFall Gallery.

D See China, page 4.

BG needs steroid testing program
by John Meola
staff writer

health services. The drugs' primary use is to increase muscle growth, both in bulk and strength, and
are chemically similar to the male hormone testosterone.
"Hundreds of people today could have been Mr.

Following the recent National Collegiate Athletic
Association^ ruling ordering its Division I schools to
randomly test all of their athletes for steroid use, University officials now will start from scratch in de- "It is still not clear if it is within
veloping testing procedures.
"We don't have a testing policy," Head Football the rights of anyone to conduct
Coach Moe Ankney said.
drug testing. The Supreme
Drug testing "costs a lot of money," Ankney said,
Court
has yet to decide that
and he favors the directive if the association picks up
the costs, which the NCAApromised it would.
issue."
Most coaches on the BG football team said they
favor testing for steroids, but Ankey is concerned
about the privacy issue and the constitutionality of -Head Football Coach Moe Ankney,
random drug tests.
"It is still not clear if it is within the rights of
anyone to conduct drug testing," he said. "The Su- Universe 20 years ago,'' Kaplan said.
preme Court has yet to decide that issue."
However, he questioned whether the drugs enSteroids are taken either orally or through injec- hance performance, because no evidence exists to
tions, said Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of University suggest that a quarterback's or running back's per-

formance improves with steroid use.
Negative consequences can result with the use of
the drugs, he said.
"There are mood changes. People can become hostile and violent. Also there are some effects on blood
lipids such as cholesterol. They also can cause liver
cancer and suppression of the normal production of
sex hormones, Kaplan said.
Aside from the physical damage caused by steriod
use, an athlete's career can also be harmed and Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson is just one example.
BG football players face an indefinite suspension if
caught using the drugs, Ankney said. But catching
athletes using them means constant policing, since
no testing program exists.
"There's no basis to know if someone's using them
unless we see them use them." Ankney said.
Joey Batson, the team's strength coach, said it is
possible to catch someone without testing — provided the coach keeps his ear to the ground.
"Over a period of time you get an idea of who's a
c See Steroids, page 3.

Motions tabled to Members quiet on
avoid controversy senate differences
by Jill Novak
staff writer

Refusing to give support as a majority to neither the administration nor
Faculty Senate, the People for Racial
Justice Committee tabled two motions
addressing University policies on racism and minority student enrollment.
Voting on the proposals would cause
further polarization between faculty
and staff members because of the recent resignation of Faculty Senate officers, the committee decided Wednesday.
"We couldn't come to any agreement
on the way (the documents) were worded and nobody wanted to say anything
that would hurt Olscamp or Lancaster," Clifford Brooks, co-chairman of

the committee, said.
The first motion supported University President Paul Olscamp's initiatives
to increase the number of minority students and faculty at the University,
such as the Pre-College Minority
Summer Program to encourage minority high school students to enroll in college.
A statement made at the last Faculty
Senate meeting initiated this motion,
Brooks said.
A senator at that meeting said some
of the programs which former Faculty
Senate Chairwoman Ann-Marie Lancaster claimed Olscamp used as "high
profile items with emphasis on the
glitz" might come close to standing for
"reverse discrimination."
a See Justice, page 4.

by Jill Novak
staff writer

Two motions were tabled by the
People For Racial Justice Committee Wednesday because the majority
of committee members would not
openly support either Olscamp or
Lancaster, but several members did
agree to publicly take a stand.
Conrad Pritscher, co-chairman of
the committee, said he believes he
would be a "coward" if he did not
openly express his support.
"I am in support of Ann-Marie
Lancaster, Blaine Ritts and Benjamin Muego," Pritscher said.
Committee member Bruce Edwards, also an associate professor of
economics, said many faculty members are intimidated to go on record

as being in support of the resigned
Faculty Senate officers.
"For every person on this campus
who is willing to be publicly identified in support of (former) Faculty
Senate members, there are at least
five people who are afraid to be
quoted," Edwards said.
According to Pritscher, Edwards'
statement was even further intensified by a Faculty Senate member
who is a colleague of his.
"When I quoted Bruce to another
faculty member who happens to be a
senator, that person said it may be
as high as 10 people (who are afraid
to be quoted), he said.
In addition, Pritscher said he
talked to another colleague supportive of Lancaster, Ritts ana Muego,
who said "a lot of people are
afraid."
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Conference will
develop skills
Some people are born to be leaders.
But others need a little direction before they
can lead.
For this purpose, the Panhellenic and Interfraternity Councils annually sponsor a leadership
conference at the University, inviting students
from all across the country to attend.
National speakers will direct the conference —
scheduled this year for the weekend of Feb. 9 —
teaching skills such as goal setting, motivation,
alumni relations, stress management and conflict
management. Moral characteristics including values, creativity, scruples and assertiveness also will
be emphasized. All of these qualities will not only
be valuable during their terms as club presidents or
team captains, but can someday be applied during
professional careers.
"Aiming Towards Achievement," as the conference is aptly entitled, is an ideal worth the work
needed to prepare for the expected 1,100 students
attending the workshops.
Home to the largest student leadership conference in the country, University officials should be
Sroud of the talent and effort put forth by these stuents to undertake such a project.
Organizers should be commended for recognizing
this need to guide the nation's youth and teach them
the responsibility necessary to one day lead the
world.

Voters shut out
by housing bill
Housing for Ohio's estimated 150,000 homeless
people is a problem which needs attention, but
a proposal being advanced by the General Assembly to solve this dilemma leaves us skeptical.
Legislators would have voters amend the Constitution and make housing a public purpose. Doing so
would allow the state to issue bonds and dip into the
general fund to help eliminate the housing shortage. Voter permission would not be necessary in
either case. Already adopted in the Senate, the
amendment proposal is expected to win approval
by the House and Gov. Richard Celeste next month.
Although this proposition is humane enough, its
main flaw is the lack of specifics. It puts the state in
the housing development business, but it does not
detail how much taxpayer money would be involved.
Voters should recognize the plan as a revised
version of one Ohioans nave rejected three times, in
1975,1977 and 1980.
Ohio already has a mechanism to raise money for
housing, but it requires voter participation. That
plan may be cumbersome for legislators, but it's
proven its worth and is free of corruption. Voters
would get no such guarantees of prudence by
amending the Constitution to make housing a public
purpose.
This editorial printed courtesy of The Lorain
Journal.
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Population lacks humanities
In what century did the Civil
War take place?
When did Columbus land in
the Western Hemisphere?
Can you locate the United
States on a map of the world?
Who wrote David Copperfield?
What are the first ten amendments to the Constitution
called?
What is the fastest growing
minority group in the US. ?
Most of these questions seem
easy enough, but some recent
Gallup polls have shown some
disturbing results about our
knowitxlge in the humanities.
These and other questions appeared on a survey given to
about 700 college seniors. Just to
let you know, 41 percent were
incorrect about the time of the
Civil War, a quarter of them
thought that Columbus landed
after 1500, one of every seven
could not located the United
States, and half had never heard
of Moby Dick let alone David
Coppertield. Most of the questions that appeared are the
same basic ones that the Immigration and Naturalization Service administers to prospective
citizens. Easy stuff, or so we
thought. If the results of the poll
had been graded, more than half
of our college seniors would
have failed.
The situation isn't much better in the Soviet Union where
most adults are deficient in geography. Sixty-two percent of all
Soviets can't locate Afghanistan
on the map; a country that is to
the USSR as Vietnam is to the
U.S. The Swedish top the list of

people with geographical
knowledge, followed by the West
Germans and the Japanese. The
U.S. ranked sixth in this Gallup
poll.

Pro-life supporter
should respect rights

tion is not an easy one. I'm sure
there exists a few people who did
not suffer over their decision,
but for the majority of people
who had abortions, it was very
emotionally disturbing. You
make it seem as though a
woman who has an abortion
made the decision as easily as
she decides what brand of bread
to buy at the grocery store. I am
sure not a day goes by that these
women don't contemplate their
decisions and agonize over their
traumas. How can you bring
those painful memories back to
those women and top it off by
accusing them of murder?
Abortion is not an issue that is
black and white, as you are trying to make it seem. There are

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a
letter written by Erika C. Harman (Jan. 18) about abortion. I
am neither for, nor am I against
it because I feel that there are
good and bad points to both sides
of the issue. However, I am
against the fact that Ms. Harman feels she has the right to
condemn others for their actions, without knowledge of the
circumstances. Ms. Harman, as
a woman yourself, how can you
say that a woman impregnated
by a rape has no right to get an
abortion?
The decision to have an abor-

Green Harvest

by
Kevin
Coughlln(
columnist
All this comes at a time when
we need more people with a
sense of the humanities. The
changes sweeping throughout
the world as well as in our own
country must be recognized and
dealt with by such people.
Changing political and economic
faces abroad and cultural faces
at home are prime examples.
The face of our own population is
particularly fascinating to me.
According 10 the Census Bureau,
the Hispanic population in the
United States had grown at a
rate five times faster than the
rest of the population. In states
such as California, Hispanics
will soon make up nearly 50 percent of the workplace and will be
our largest minority. All of this
promises new challenges and

new ways of dealing with them.
It seems to me that what we
need in these times is more of an
emphasis on the humanities in
our high school and college educations. Tell me all you want
about how we must rely on technology and science to succeed in
the next century, but the fact is,
we will always have people
reaching new breakthroughs in
these areas. But unless we bone
rn our humanities, no matter
t area of study we are in, our
crop of true leaders and our understanding of the world will
diminish. So many people don't
understand the significance of
World War II and how that
shaped Europe and has kept
peace there for so long. So many
people don't understand our own
cultures, their history, or what
motivates them. It strikes me
that we are a nation that considers itself a melting pot, yet
we know so little about ourselves.
Lynn Cheney, Chairman of the
NaUonal Endowment for the
Humanities and wife of the Secretary of Defense, is pushing institutions of higher learning to
require more studies in the general humanities. While the NEH
has little power to implement
these changes, it takes the
power and the responsibility of
each university in the country to
take a close look at its programs. Stepping back and reevaluating areas of emphasis is
something that Bowling Green
has taken a lead in by acting on
the need for knowledge in cultural diversity and working it
into the core cu r iculum.

It is no coincidence that the
great leaders of our past were
known as men of their age. Our
first great politicians were also
among our great writers and
scholars; people with the kind of
knowledge I am talking about.
Jefferson and Lincoln were such
men. Today, we need leaders
with the sense of history, humanity and critical thinking
these two possessed. Regrettably, there seems to be an increasing number of leaders today whose action reflect their
own interests and not the welfare of the nation. Our leaders
must place themselves in the
thick of the action, caring deeply
about the people they represent
and having a keen understanding of the world and its people.
That is what we need in Washington, in our state capitals, and
on every level of service to the
community. The place to start is
by educating our next leaders in
high school and college.
Perhaps what I m talking
about was best summed up by
Senator John F. Kennedy while
speaking to graduates of Harvard University on the on the
gap between intellectuals and
Siliticians. He quoted a letter
am and English mother to a
school official "Don't teach my
boy poetry; he is going to stand
for Parliament." Well, perhaps
she was right, but if more politicians knew poetry and more
poets knew politics, I am convinced the world would be a litter better place in which to live.
Cougnlin is the president of the
Undergraduate Student
Government and is a columnist
for the News.

many gray areas (e.g. rape victims and incest vicitms) that
must be taken into consideration
when you are talking about the
right to have an abortion. No one
is telling you what to do with

your body, and until the day you
become a Supreme Court Judge,
you should respect the rights of
others and not tell them what to
do with theirs.
Karen Schnur

Correction

A letter to editor in
Wednesday's paper incorTuesday's News indi- rectly addressed a Faculty
cated Ann-Marie Lancas- Senate to the members of
ter, Blaine Ritts and Ben- the Senate Executive
Kmin Muego participated Committee. The letter was
voting on resolutions actually from the commitpassed by the Senate Ex- tee.
The BG News incorrececutive Committee. They
did not. The Senate Execu- tly stated the price for the
^Aiming Towards
tive Committee accepted
their resignations and con- Achievement" leadership
conference as $3. The cortinued the meeting without
rect price is $30.
the former senate officers.

by Vlllamor M. Cruz
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Campus Life
Excellence within reach
Two University programs qualify to receive state funding
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer
Two University programs are
on the verge of excellence" —
at least by the standards of the
Ohio Board of Regents.
The computer science department and College of Musical
Arts are two of 42 programs
state-wide to have qualified for
the second stage of the board's
"Program Excellence."
The biennial program is conducted by the board to "recognize and fund programs viewed
as excellent," said Peter Hutchinson, associate vice president of academic affairs.
Both programs are now qualified to receive funding from the
program and will be reviewed
by two panelists and one staff
member from the board, probably in March, Hutchinson said.
Computer Science Chairwo-

Soft rock
D Continued from page 1.
Pirooz said he had not anticipated any legal battles when he
named the restaurant.
"It's hard to come up with a
name for a restaurant,' he said.
"We got the idea from a radio
show that used to be called 'soft
rock connection'. It had nothing
to do with Hard Rock. That
didn't even enter my mind."
"You don't think Hard Rock
and Soft Rock sound the same?"
said Kalish. "The point is, very
simply, that as soon as Hard
ROCK became as successful as it
has, we've had people copying

man Ann-Marie Lancaster submitted the department's proposal for funding, in which she
explained why her department
is excellent.
"In our proposal, we tried to

larly gratifying because of the
nature of programs normally selected.

highly respected programs and I
think we gave a pretty clear
presentation of them," he said.

"Not many humanities and
arts programs advance to this

Norma Stickler, assistant to
the vice president of academic
affairs, said the number of programs which actually will
receive funding depends upon
the amount each program
requests.

"This is a testament to the hard work put
forth by the faculty and students in these
programs."
-Peter Hutchinson, associate vice president of
academic affairs
show that computer science students not only acquire strong
technical skills, but we have a
strong emphasis on their personal and professional development as well," Lancaster said.
Robert Thayer, dean of the
College of Musical Arts, said
reaching this level was particuour name. We're litigating all
the time. You have to, or you're
going to lose any distinction
you've got. A trademark is a
very precious thing."
Pirooz said a contest will determine a new name for the restaurant that otherwise will remain the same.
"The critical thing is, nothing
but our name is going to
change," Pirooz said. The
menu and everything we do will
still be the same. We're changing the name and the logo, but
that's all. We still want a name
that will be musically oriented if
that's possible."

Y>uYe ustute enough to discuss the
philosophical ramifications of
Victor FranW^ "Existential Vitcuum?
And you're siill smoking?

level — the emphasis tends to be
on technical and scientific studies," Thaver said. "We're really
pleased because we think the
arts contribute enormously to
the quality of life.
"1 think we have welldocumented strengths and

In each of the past two biennial programs, two University
programs have received funding
from "Program Excellence,
Stickler said.
"This is a testament to the
hard work put forth by the faculty and students in these programs," Hutchinson said. "The
review process is very rigorous
— they take a very careful look.
It's a real star for these programs to have reached this
stage."

Steroids
D Continued from page 1.
user and who's not," said Batson, who has been with the team
since September.
"The biggest change you see
is over the summer when a guy
comes back with increased size
gains and strength gains," he
said. "A lot of times they gain a
lot of weight."
Steroids are not usually purchased in Bowling Green, but
from gyms in the athlete's
hometown, Batson said, where
they "know someone who can
get them."
All three BG football players
interviewed supported the
NCAA's new rule.
"I think it's a good idea. It will
give people a cleaner outlook on
sports," said outside linebacker
Pat Jackson. "People assume
most college athletes use them,
but a lot of that is blown out of
proportion."
Doug Atkin, another outside
linebacker, said pressure exists
on younger team members to
buiffl strength — a factor which

maypush them to use steroids.
"There would be a lot of pressure for a guy who's young. I'm
a senior so there's no pressure
on me at all. Besides, I'm one of
the strongest in here," Atkin
said.
He also said rumors circulate
as to which teams and team
members have a reputation for
steroid use.
Offensive guard Brian Sherman said steroid use is more of a
problem in Big-10 schools than
in the Mid-American Conference.
"You have some powerhouse
schools and steroid use is the
reason for their success," he
said. "I don't think (steroids)
are as big a problem in the MAC
conference as in bigger
schools."
Sherman praised Batson and
said steroids are not needed by
the team.
"We have an excellent
strength coach, so we don't need
(steroids) around here," Sherman said.

January 2S.1990

New University
officials sought
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

Changes in University
operations have caused
several positions to become
vacant — a situation which
should partially be resolved
within the next Few weeks.
Robert Martin, vice president of operations, said the
search for a physical plant director is "near closure" and
the positions for public safety
director, executive director
of personnel services should
be selected in six weeks.
The assistant vice president of operations position,
however will most likely take
longer, Martin said.
"The assistant vice president of operations will be
filled after the others because
the kind of experiences they
bring to the job will depend on
the needs of the other position," he said.

dent for operations, James
Corbitt into the position of executive director of auxiliary
services, thus leaving the associate vice president position vacant.
DSeparating the architect's
office from the plant operations and maintenance office.
Also, to change the name
from plant operations to
physical plant.
"Within the next 10 years,
there will be $100 million here
and I thought the division of
responsibilities would allow
for each office to give specific
attention to each function,"
Martin said.
The other vacant position
resulted from a resignation
and not a restructuring.
William Bess, former executive director of management
services, resigned in November thus leaving his position
vacant.

After the positions are
filled, Martin said he wants to
"This is an on-going pro- implement new programs to
gram that I have put in place make operations more effito realign the organization to cient.
move toward improved ser"Once with these people
vices," Martin said.
are in the positions we will be
able to lay more specific proThis restructuring of opera- Kams," he said. "Right now
; process is just in its intions included: Moving the
former associate vice presi- fancy."

Get your hands on a Macintosh before your hands are M.
Homework has a nasty way of piling up,
doesn't it? One day, you feel on top of it all—the
next, you're behind on your notes, your research,
your term paper.
Our advice: Get in front of a Macintosh*
computer.
True, it may not turn a lifelong procrastinator
into an overachiever. But it will make an enormous difference in how quickly you can write,
rewrite, and print your assignments.
Not only will a Macintosh change the way
you look at homework, it'll change the way your
CI9H8AppleComputer, mc Apple, the Apple logo. HyperCardandMacmlosb artregistered
trademarks a/Apple Computer. mc TV pourr u be mur beat u a trademark)/Apple
Compuler.htc

homework looks—with an endless variety of
type styles, and graphics that'll make your professors think you bribed a friend in art school.
And as for all those classroom scribblings,
research notes, and assorted scraps of paper that
litter your desk, we give you HyperCard*— an
amazing new program that provides an easy way

to store, organize, and cross-reference each and
every bit of information. (HyperCard is included
free with every Macintosh.)
So come in and get your hands on a
Macintosh today.
Before your homework slips completely
through your fingers.

The power to be your best.'"
For further information call 372-7724
or stop by
Hayes Hall Computer Services Lab
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Safety key chain made
The device, which is produced by BDS Security
Products, is safe for consumers, she said. "The
device has a safety on it so as far as childern getting a bold of it... it would be difficult for them to
open it to fire," she said.
The Better Business Bureau has reported no inquiries on the product to date.
Although Barbara Waddell, public information
officer for campus safety, had not heard of the key
chain before, she expressed concern regarding
such a device's potential danger.
She said the danger is not limited to the attacker
because the person attempting to defend himself
can also be in danger.
"It is too easy for an attacker to take away your
weapon and use it on you in turn," she said. "In
some states it is even illegal to possess Mace unless you have been trained to use it. This is not the
case in Ohio however.

by Don Hopptrt
reporter

Recognizing the concern for personal safety of
many consumers, The Ultimate Edge Co. has
started to market a new self defense product .
A key chain which shoots tear gas has appeared
in many recent advertisements on campus, which
state the formula used in the key chain consists of
CS tear gas.
The tear gas is 100 percent safe and each container can be used as far as 9 feet away from the
suspect and about 25 times before it runs out. According to the advertisement, the actual results of
spraying the key chain is a severe burning sensation which lasts up to a half hour.
Virginia Coker, who runs the Swanton, Ohio
company with her husband, said she is very surprised with the success of the $11.95 device so far.
She and her husband decided to distribute the
fliers after hearing about recent rapes and attempted attacks on females at the University.
The Cokers said they have already distributed
the fliers at local malls and the University of
Toledo.

"We do not recommend any type of Mace product. We do not want the students carrying Mace, it
is very dangerous," she said. "The best thing to do
if you are in need of a weapon to defend yourself is
to use a pen, pencil, set of keys, or even a pair of
high heel shoes."

Justice
D Continued from page 1.
So, the motion states, the
committee hopes these ''high
profile" items did not include
any programs intended to make
the University a more diverse
community — such as the PreCollege Minority Summer Program.
"Some people were questioning the (reverse discrimination)
statement," Brooks said. "All
(the statement) is saying is we're very happy we have a president like tWs.''
However, some committee
members did not want to endorse the statement because it

seemed to show complete support for Olscamp and their support is with Lancaster.
Also tabled was a resolution
including a requirement for
searches for University positions to undergo an equal opportunity mechanism.
Committee members intensely debated a recommendation
stating: "The appointment of
Dr. Philip ^lason to the position
of Vice-president for University
Relations be placed on hold
pending the evaluation of his
qualifications by an appropriate
search committee."
Several committee members

M«CtM"

said it was their understanding
that the Academic Charter
granted Olscamp the right to
appoint Mason in the fashion he
However, according to committee member Elliott Blinn,
"It's not important what the
charter or a trustee says because ... we are an organization
with our own values. We, as a
group can say, 'we ought to be a
model for equal opportunity.*"
After further examination of
the recommendation, the committee decided an alternate recommendation with a broader
wording would be more appropriate.
"(The incident involving
Mason's appointment) was one
isolated incident. If we don't
handle it appropriately and look
at it broadly, we are going to
have to approach an isolated incident every time," Blinn said.
"(The recommendation) needs
to be broadened."
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Open HOUSe

BG News/John Potter

More than 100 students of various cultural backgrounds participated in an open house at the Office of
Multicultural Affairs Wednesday afternoon. The open house, which will occur once each semester and is
open to all, is designed to Increase contact between faculty, staff, majority and minority students.

China
D Continued from page 1.
States or going elsewhere.
In addition, the bill would
permit any Chinese student
whose visa has expired — as
many as 8,000 others — to remain in the United States as long
as danger exists at home, and
would allow Chinese students to
work while in this country.
Bush vetoed the measure on
Nov. 30 after it had passed unanimously in the House and by a
voice vote in the Senate. Chinese
student groups have lobbied
hard for an override of the veto,
saying many of them would face
political persecution at home
because they supported the prodemocracy demonstrations that
brought a violent government
crackdown last June.
At the time Bush vetoed the
bill, he ordered government
agencies to adopt what he contends are essentially the same
safeguards. The veto was simEly an effort to preserve execuve branch foreign policy prer-

ogatives, he said, and to keep
open the door for future student
and cultural exchanges.
"I will not break faith with the
Chinese students here. ... They
were safe then, and they are
safe now, and they will be safe in
the future," Bush told a White
House news conference
Wednesday.
To the 37 GOP senators who
attended a breakfast at the
White House, Bush hit hard on
his contention that a veto override would mean a total cutoff of
the flow of students to the United
States, and he appeared to be
winning a few converts.
"The price of the Pelosi bill is
lost opportunity for the Chinese
scholars of tomorrow," the
president told reporters later,
referring to the legislation sponsored by Rep. Nancy Pelosi,
D-Calif.
"The bill is totally unnecessary. The long-term policy consequences are potentially great.
And Congress, in my view, will

k

AMERICAN
..CANCER
T SOCIETY*

"RED HOT
AND ROLLIN"
Big Selection
of Dodge
Cars and Trucks

have only itself to blame.''
Bflsh listed steps the Beijing
government has taken which he
said justified his policy toward
China: the lifting of martial law
in the capital; the release of
jailed dissidents; a promise not
to sell medium-range missiles to
Syria; acceptance of Peace
Corps volunteers, Fulbright
scholars and a Voice of America
correspondent back into the
country, and the muting of antiU.S. propaganda.
But critics have countered
that the missile promise was
nothing more than a repeating of
assurances given months before
the crackdown, that the effects
of martial law remain in place
and that arrests, harassment
and secret trials of prodemocracy agitators continue.
They also contend that Bush's
administrative actions to
protect the students can be revoked at any time and could be
subject to a court challenge.

The BG News Classifieds are where it's at!

Wash-n-Cut
now
only

$7

with this coupon
Walk-ins Welcome,

Hair Fashions
124 W. Wooster
352-2611

Tu'rffon wes hleedint)

Wanda ID death wn+ifafie
qo\dnOC5tu<lcrtUat\,

Bowl 'n* Greenery
Healthy 'n' Hearty Buffet
11:30 - 2
$3.99
4 - 7
$4.50
•
•
•
•

Salad & Fruit Buffet
Hot Entrees, Vegetables & Soups
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Unlimited Beverage
Located in the University Union
Coupons Accepted
4 - 7 only

Greenbriar Inc
We will be leasing the following locations
for the Fall of 1990
East Merry Avenue Apartments - 516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542 & 560 Frazee Avenue
Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue
Ridge Manor Apartments - 519 Ridge St.

Some people would give anything for a college education,
but let's be reasonable. If you need financial help, come to Ohio
Citizens. We offer a host of financial options, including the Stafford
Student Loans with a special low interest rate for qualifying students.
If you need money for college, see Ohio Citizens. It's painless.

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses
OHIO CITIZENS BANK

J224
OC Branch-735 S. Main St. • MONEY CENTER-434 E. Wooster

E. Wooster St.

352-0717

Hours: M-F
Sat.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m
9 a.m. - 1 p.m

]
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Eighties hottest in century Acid rain laws
very expensive

British, American scientists speculate on greenhouse effect
by Ellen Hale
USAToday-CIN

fossil fuels release gases such as methane
and carbon dioxide, which trap heat in the
atmosphere like the roof of a greenhouse.

warmer. Overall, Jones' studies show the
global surface has warmed by about 0.45 degrees over the past 20 years.

WASHINGTON - Last year was the fifthwarmest on record, making the 1980s the
hottest decade of the past 130 years and fueling arguments that human activity is warming the planet.
While not as warm as 1988 — the hottest
since records have been kept —1989 extended the heat streak of the decade, scientists
from England reported Friday after analyzing temperatures taken from more than
1,000 stations worldwide.
Six of the 10 warmest years on record —
dating to about 1860 — occurred in the 1980s,
the scientists said.
Their findings are confirmed by government researchers in the United States,
whose global temperature measurements
are nearly identical to those reported by the
University of East Anglia and the British
Meteorological Office.

"I do believe the world is warming because of the greenhouse effect. I think
there's pretty strong evidence, and it gets
stronger every year," said Phil Jones,
senior research associate at the University
of East Anglia and one of the scientists who
compiles and analyzes global temperatures.

Studies by James Hansen, head of the
Goddard Institute for Space Studies, show
that last year's global average temperature
was 0.38 degrees higher than the 30-year
global average, just slightly lower than the
0.41 degrees obtained by Jones and his colleagues. Hansen's average temperatures
come from measurements recorded at about
1,200 weather stations on land and a handful
of ships.
In descending order, according to Jones'
work, the hottest years have been: 1988,1987
and 1983 (same temperature), 1944, 1989,
1981 and 1980.
Hansen and other scientists had expected
a cooling in 1989 because of the natural
warm and cold weather cycle in the central
Pacific Ocean. The warming trend peaked
and its cooling counterpart was so strong
that experts thought it would end the warming cycle of the 1980s.

The British scientists and researchers at
NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies
in New York are the only two groups in the
world tracking global climate trends.
The warmth of 1989 surprised most climate experts, who had predicted the year
would be cool. Natural cycles in the Pacific
Ocean were expected to keep the average
global temperature down.
That 1989 was still one of the hottest on record bolsters arguments that the greenhouse
effect has begun. Human activities such as
deforestation, farming and the burning of

Nonetheless, he and other scientists warn
that the spate of hot years in the 1980s cannot
be blamed specifically on the greenhouse effect because of the large natural variations
in climate and temperatures.
"It doesn't say anything conclusive about
the greenhouse effect, but it certainly
doesn't say anything against it either/'
Jones said. "You could use it to argue for
it."
He and others believe it will take another
decade of abnormally high temperatures to
prove global warming is occurring as a result of the buildup of carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
Most of the gases are byproducts of human
activity, ana scientists theorize the increasing levels are trapping heat near Earth's
surface and will send temperatures rising.
Last year's average global temperature
was about 57.41 degrees Fahrenheit — or
0.41 degrees higher than the 30-year global
average between 1951 and 1980 that is used
as a reference point, Jones said.
The record-setting temperature of 1988
was about 57.6 degrees, or 0.56 degrees

Despite the cooling cycle's strength, it apparently had little effect on overall global
temperatures.
"The fact that it didn't have as big an impact suggests there's something else going
on besides natural cycles here," Hansen
said.
Hansen's weather maps suggest, however,
that the average temperature in the United
States may be below average because of abnormally cold weather in the eastern half of
the country. Elsewhere in the world, temperatures were above normal.

by Maril Henriksen
reporter

Enforcement of acid rain
policies is important, but
costly, according to one environmental consultant.
Turk, an
environmental cons u 11 a n t
from
Columbus,
discussed
the problems of acid
rain polic i e S Turk
Wednesday.
"We have little information
on the benefits on the environment by preventing acid
rain," Turk said.
According to Turk, this
creates problems in the implementation and creation of
acid rain policies.
Modifications in 1977 on the
Clean Air Act from 1970 require businesses to purchase
scrubbers, which will reduce
the entrance of sulfur into the
air.
Sulfur is known to cause
damage to the environment,
including health problems

and damages to the water
supply, Turk said. The scrubbers which have an installment cost of $150 to $250 million, will create a loss of jobs,
Turk said, because the cost of
the scrubbers will force businesses to close. Another effect regarding the cost of the
scrubber is higher electricity
rates, he said.
The high concentration of
pollution in this area makes
the cost of implementing the
legislation seem higher than
the benefits, Turk said.
Benefits of the legislation
include creation of jobs for
installation and operating the
scrubbers, as well as the
main benefits of the legislation, preservation of the environment.
Even though the costs to
preserve the environment
seems high, people appear
willing to pay for it, Turk
said.
"The Midwest and the
Northwest have high concentration of acid depositions,"
Turk said. "And this area is
especially affected by the legislation.
Turk believes more legislation restricting pollution will
probably come in the next
year or two.
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1 ALL YOU CAN EAT

Howard's club H
210 N. Main

BBQ RIBS
RIBS

RIBS
TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00 p.m.

No Cover

The Groove
Masters
Thurs. - Sat.
.$4.00

Jan 25th - 27th

THE PHEASANT ROOM-2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION g
No Reservations accepted for these Specials
Food Coupons accepted 4:30 • 7:00 p.m. daily

♦ Mini Pitchers ore back every Mon. Si Wed. ir
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Time Is Running Out
Last few days
for

senior portraits
this year!
Appointments are lilting last.
Don't be left out!!
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall.
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Secord gets probation Hundreds protest Memory
Iran-Contra figure avoids five year prison term, fine
byPet«Yo«t
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON—Iran-Contra
arms middleman Richard Secord was placed on probation for
two years Wednesday for falsely
telling congressional investigators he was unaware any
money in the affair had benefited Oliver North.
After his sentencing, the retired Air Force major general
accused former President Reagan of failing to support loyal
subordinates and operatives in
the worst foreign policy debacle
of the Reagan administration.
"I think former President
Reagan has been hiding out; I
think it's cowardly," Secord
said when asked about Reagan's
role in the affair.
In 1986, when the Iran-Contra
operation erupted, "I think that
he should have stood up and taken the heat... just as previous
presidents have done (in failed
covert operations)," Secord told
a news conference. "But instead
of that they built a wall around
...him."

Secord said then-Attorney
General Edwin Meese acted "in
panic and out of ignorance" on
Nov. 25, 1986, when he announced that the Justice Department would examine possible violations of criminal law in
the affair. That was the day
Meese disclosed that some funds
from the secret Iran arms sales
had been diverted to the Contras.
Reagan maintains he didn't
know about the diversion, and
Secord said it would be "speculative" on his part to suggest
otherwise. But "the president
did not stand up and say this
(the Contra resupply operation
and Iran arms sales) was "'done
on my authority,'" said Secord.
Secord said he didn't think
there was "anything illegal... I
thought at the time we were doingthe president's bidding."
llie president told the Tower
Commission on Jan. 26, 1987,
that he did not know the
National Security Council staff
was engaged in helping the Contras. "The Board is aware of no
evidence to suggest that the
president was aware of I.t Col.

North's activities." said the
Tower Board's final report.
Secord was enlisted by thenWhite House aide North to airlift
weapons and other supplies to
the Nicaraguan rebels and assist the Reagan administration's
secret arms shipments to Iran.
Secord, who paid for North's
$13,800 home security system
from proceeds of the IranContra operation, told congressional investigators in 1987
he was unaware of any money
going to North from the scandal.
"I deeply regret not being
more candid," Secord told U.S.
District Court Judge Aubrey
Robinson. "If I could correct
this I certainly would. I will regret it for the rest of my life."
Secord could have faced up to
five years in prison and a
1250,000 fine for the false statement, but Robinson said it was
his judgment that there has
already "been punishment in
this case."
Secord is the fifth person to be
sentenced in the Iran-Contra affair. The others were North,
former National Security Adviser Robert McFarlane, Carl
Channell and Richard Miller.
Secord said his life since the
Iran-Contra affair began has
been "pure hell."

Now Offering
FREE DELIVERY
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Romanian leader proven
fallible
by Edith Ledeter
Associated Press writer

BUCHAREST. Romania — Hundreds of protesters broke
through lines of police and soldiers Wednesday and surged
toward government headquarters, demanding the leadership
resign and accusing it of being a front for Communist rule.
The crowd of about 1,000 people at Victory Square pushed
through two lines of unarmed police and then through a line of
armed soldiers who took no strong action to hold them back.
The army moved in tanks very slowly and the crowd retreated, still chanting "Communists in disguise!" and "Elections without the Front!" — a reference to the National Salvation Front's plans to participate in elections May 20.
The Front, which has been governing Romania since dictator
Nicolae Ceausescu was ousted Dec. 22, had said it would not
run candidates in the election. On Tuesday, however, it reversed itself.
Opponents have accused some Front members who served
under Ceausescu of being sympathetic to the Communists, and
they fear the Front will put the Communist Party in power
Sjain. Hours before the rally, the largest opposition party, the
ational Peasant Party, called on the Front to resign. "The
National Salvation Front must resign today as it can't be both a
referee and a player," the party said in a communique read by
party leader Corneliu Coposu.
Some Peasant Party members left their headquarters after
the communique was read and joined a small demonstration
under way at a nearby university.
The demonstration picked up supporters as marchers wound
through Bucharest's icy streets, stopping at the major sites of
the revolution and finally coming to victory Square.
The protesters singled out President Ion Diescu, who heads
the Front, shouting: Down with Diescu!"
"If Diescu wanted to gain power, he should have gotten signatures on petitions and formed a party," said one protester,
engineer Adrian Mihalcea. The Peasant Party accused the
Front of trying to steal victory from the young people and others who fought Communism and Ceausescu.
"They are making us believe that they want to put the Communists in power again, even worse Ceausescu-ism. Only the
words are different... but the methods of the Salvation Front
are the same as Ceausescu's methods," party vice president
Ion Puiu said in an interview.
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..is looking For photo stringers
ujishing to goin valuable
experience and add to a
portfolio. Meetings are
Sundays at 8:30 p.m. in the
basement of West Hall.
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PERFORM BEFORE
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Would knowing the Summer 1990
Chemistry Course offerings help you
plan your schedule for next year?
The listing on p 77 of the purple
schedule is incorrect/ incomplete.
Here are the undergraduate courses
that are expected to be available.
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry

104,
100,
125,
126,

115
(5/14- 6/15/90)
116
(6/18- 7/20/90)
306, 341 (6/4- 7/6/90)
342
(7/9- 8/10/90)

Chemistry 306 will not be offered Spring 1991

by Lauran Neergaard
Associated Press writer

ATLANTA — Some people insist they remember vividly
where they were when the space
shuttle Challenger exploded four
years ago Sunday, but Ulric Neisser knows they're wrong.
And the "father of cognitive
psychology" has their handwritten accounts of the day to prove
"This really surprised me,"
said Neisser, a member of the
National Academy of Sciences
who pioneered the psychology of
how people handle information.
"I suspected they wouldn't be
100 percent accurate, but I never
thought they'd be this wrong."
When Neisser. an Emorv University psychology professor,
heard that Challenger had exploded on Jan. 28, 1966, killing
all the astronauts on board, he
decided that surveying Emory
students about the accident
could help test the accuracy of
"flashbulb memories."
That term, coined by Harvard
psychologist Roger Brown, describes vivid and detailed memories of important and emotional events. In the 1970s,
Brown wrote that events such as
the assassination of John F.
Kennedy are accurately recorded by a quasi-photographic
mechanism in the brain.
The morning after Challenger
exploded, Neisser asked 100 students to record how, where and
when they heard the news, who
told them and how they felt.
In the fall of 1988, and again In
spring 1989, be and Emory
Sduate student Nicole Harsch
eked down 44 of the students
and interviewed them, scoring
their responses on a seven-point
scale of accuracy.
In the first interviews, 11 were
"dead wrong" and only three
receiveda score of 7.
In the 1989 interviews, when
Neisser even gave the students
hints and eventually showed
them the reports they had written. 12 students still failed completely.
He added even those people
with a score of 7 were not totally
correct in their memories.
Of the 13 students whose confidence level was highest, three
had scores of 0 and seven had
scores of 2 or less. Only two were
accurate.
"Hardly anyone remembered
filling them out," Neisser said of
the statements. "Even then, nobody said, 'Oh yes, now I remember.' You'd think they'd
say that if only to be a good subject and please the interviewer.
"Some didn't want to believe
it even then. They said, 'I'm
sure that's wrong."
The typical response was that
the student was passing a TV set
and stopped to watch.
"After all, after hearing about
it, almost all of us sat around
that night watching it on television," Neisser said. "They remember the television-watching
experience."

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Create a hilarious, 3 minute routine and
Sign-up TODAY ! for this competition in the
U.A.O. office. ( 3rd floor, University Union )
limit of 15 contestants, first come, first serve
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Bush concerned for Soviets Fruit shapes can
by Christopher Connell
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - President Bush expressed hope Wednesday that Mikhail Gorbachev "not only survives but stays strong"
in the face of "enormous" problems. He declined comment on whether the Soviet
leader has gone too far in trying to quell civil
strife in Azerbaijan.
"Anytime you have a use of force and the
loss of life, we are concerned. But I don't believe I can judge that question right now,"
said Bush ot the Soviet crackdown on rioting
in the largely Moslem Soviet republic.
The president, at a news conference, also
announced support for elevating the Environmental Protection Agency to the Cabinet,
castigated a "sleight-of-hand" plan to cut
Social Security taxes and mounted a lastditch effort to prevent an override of his veto
of a bill protecting Chinese students from
deportation.
Gorbachev ordered thousands of Soviet
troops into Azerbaijan last week to stop antiArmenian rioting and restore order. The military killed dozens of people Saturday in
storming the capital city of Baku. After 11
days of violence, the official death toll stood

at 170.
With the strife in Azerbaijan and demands
for independence from the Baltic states of
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, Bush said
Gorbachev is "faced with an ethnic problem
here and an internal problem of enormous
dimensions."
Bush said he "can't make predictions"
about Gorbachev's chances of surviving the
challenges, but added:
"I hope he not only survives but stays
strong. Because I think it is in our interest
that perestroika succeed and go forward."

The United States regards the Soviet
Union's annexation of the Baltic states a
half-century ago as illegal, and Bush said he
and Gorbachev discussed the U.S. position
at last month's Malta summit.
But he said he did not want "to fine-tune
all that, emphasizing instead that what
"we want to do is to encourage Mr. Gorbachev's stand that peaceful change is the order of the day."

little ... is the idea that I don't care about
human rights. That is absolutely ridiculous," said the president.

"Not one" student was sent back to China
after last June's government crackdown on
demonstrators, he said. "They were safe
then and they are safe now ana they will be
safe in the future."
He attributed the strong sentiment in ConBess to override the veto both to persuasive
)bying by the students and "crass politics' by lawmakers eager to hand him a
defeat.
On other topics. Bush i
— Called Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan's
idea of a rollback in the Social Security tax
"a disguise for increased taxes around the
corner." He called it "odd that a Republican
president... is the one that is protecting the
sanctity of the Social Security benefits.

Bush bristled at the prospect of his veto on
the Chinese-students bill being overridden.
"One of the criticisms that gets to me a

But Bush also said a proposal by conservative House Republicans to allow workers to
shift part of their payroll taxes into private
retirement accounts "has some interesting
ingredients" and is worthy of study.

Politics halt for funera
by Robert E. Miller
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS — The Legislature came to a virtual halt
Wednesday as members and
state officials began to leave for
funeral ceremonies in southern
Ohio for the father of House
Speaker Vern Riffe Jr.
Democratic Gov. Richard
Celeste and Supreme Court
Chief Justice Thomas Moyer, a
Republican, headed a bipartisan
contingent of officials and lawmakers who planned to either
visit the funeral home Wednesday evening or attend services
for Vern Riffe Sr. today at the
family church in New Boston.
Celeste and Moyer, along with
Republican Senate President
Stanley Aronoff, representing
the third branch of government,
all were to attend the funeral.
Many of the same dignitaries
attended the funeral in 1988 of
Jewell Riffe, mother of the
speaker. Vern Riffe Jr. generally is regarded as one of the most
powerful figures in state
government.
The elder Riffe, a former longtime mayor of New Boston, died
Tuesday after an extended illness at age 89. Services are
scheduled for 2 p.m.today in the
Cedar Street Church of Christ in
Christian Union.
The Columbus contingent was
to include a legion of Statehouse
lobbyists, some of them friends
of the speaker, who is the dean
of the House with 32 years of
service. Some of them opted to
visit the funeral home, where
the calling hours were from 2-9
p.m. Wednesday.
One lobbyist, Paul Tipps,
chartered a plane to visit the funeral home and return for today's services, taking a half dozen friends and colleagues each
time. Others said they would
travel the approximately 90
miles alone or in groups by car.

Most of the speaker's House
staff visited the funeral home
instead of going the funeral to
help accommodate an almost
certain overflow crowd at the
church, which holds about 300
people.

ings because witnesses from out
. of town were scheduled.
The House had no floor sessions scheduled, but committee
meetings were also called off
when the death was announced
Tuesday.

Aronoff, R-Cincinnati, canceled everything but a skeleton
session. However, one or two
committees went on with hear-

Riffe Jr., 64, of Wheelersburg,
became speaker in 1975 and has
held the post longer than anyone
in Ohio's history.
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tell health story
by Daniel Q. Haney
Associated Press Science Writer

BOSTON — It's healthier to be shaped like a pear than an
apple, and now experts believe they know why: Cholesterol
levels are closely linked with where people carry their fat.
Researchers have long noticed that folks with fat posteriors
tend to have healthier hearts than those with big guts, but the
reason for this was unclear.
A new study offers a possible explanation. It shows that people with beery hips and trim waists have higher levels of a
protective form of cholesterol called HDL than do those with
potbellies and small behinds.
"When patients come in, we advise them to lose weight,"
said Dr. Richard Ostlund Jr. "This paper suggests that more
important than that is how the fat is dMributedT"
His study, conducted with healthy elderly people, found that
body shape alone could account for a large portion of the differences in people's HDL cholesterol levels.
Ostlund's study, conducted at Washington University School
of Medicine, was published in today's New England Journal of
Medicine.
HDL — high density lipoprotein — is the so-called good
cholesterol. The more people have in their blood, the lower
their chances of heart attacks. Women typically have higher
HDL levels than men. As they grow older, women also tend to
C'; on weight around the hips, while men are more prone to
ger bellies.

WILL YOU BE SPENDING
SUPERBOWL SUNDAY
ON THE PHONE ?
January 28 is the
deadline to request
Fall '90 courses.

Seniors,

You're Out!

We Take

PRIDE
In Your Work
Whatever your graphic arts' nccdl
brochures, logos, etc.

newsletters, resumes, posters,

wo worU hard to put lorth your best image.
Call us/

211 West Hall

UniGrOptllCS

372 7418

ACT NOW

R.E. MANAGEMENT

is currently leasing units for
the Summer and Fall of 1 990
piouah
(across ira°ks
from Dairy Queen)
CAE

Come in today for a complete
listin
9 of available units

Campus
Pollyeyes

352-9302

\I\MI Nl

"A Gathering Place"

440 E. Court
LATE NIGHT DINING
ORDER IN OR DINE OUT!
Specials Honored After 12:00 Midnight

352-9638

• $1.99 Small Cheese Pizza (Inside only)
• .25' Off Breadsticks (inside only)
• Delivery Hour* Extended Sun-Wed until 2:30 am
his Years Fad at lftOQpn

t . \KI l(

Pizza Sub
$2.50
Polleyes Pizza
Expire 1/31/90
Honored after Midnight

I5KI M) • V\l M)S

Medium-Traditional One
Item Thin Pizza 12"
$4.00
Pollyeyes Pizza
Expire* 1/31/90
Honored after midnight

of the 1990 KEY senior section
if you miss this last portrait session

Sittings are now thru Feb. 2
Call The KEY at 372-8086 today
to schedule your appointment
This is the last session and your last chance!

Be a hit, immortalize yourself!

•

January 25,19*0

Falcons: We're With You!
Anthony
Solomon
Asst.
Coach

Jamie
Angeli
Part-time
Asst.
Coach

BEE-GEE BOOK STORE
-

MAT THE HURONSI

GOOD LUCK FALCONS

Churchill's
1424 E. WOOSTER
353-2252

1141 S. Main
354-2526

#10/11
Clinton
Venable

#14
Billy
Johnson

Guard
Jr. 5'11"165lbs.
Landover.MD

Guard
Jr.8'3" 185 bs.
Romulus, Ml

Student
Book -/J
Exchange
GO
FALCONS!
530 E. booster
353-7732

GO
FALCONS!

Student Book Exchange
530 E. Wooster
353-7732

—

#15
Kirk
Whiteman
Guard
So. 60" 170lbs.
Know*), IL

#21
Allen

Dunn
Guard
Fr.5'10"195lbs.
Cincinnati

#30
Tom
Hall

#24
Joe
Moore
Forward
Jr.6'3"190t».
Bronx, NY

Forward
So.6,5"215lbs.
Cleveland His

SUPPORT THE FALCONS

GOOD LUCK
FALCONS!
University bookstore
Student Services Building

S BJX

BEAT THE HURONSI

Churchill's

Go Falcons!

1141 S. Main
354-2526

Student Book Exchange
530 E. Wootter St.
333-7732

University Bookstore

#33
Derek
Kiser

Juan
Street

#44
Ed
Colbert

Forward
Jr. 6'4" 200 bs.
Toledo

Forward
Jr. 66" 215be.
Romulus, Ml

Center
Jr. 6'9" 238 lbs.
Toledo

GO FALCONS!

#41

BEAT THE HURONS!

s
Go Falcons!

Churchill's
university Bookstore

!

1141 S. Main
354-2526

Student Book Exchange
530 E. Wooster

353-7732
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Rockets shoot down BG
Toledo ends nine-game winless streak against Falcons
by Charles Toil
assistant sports editor

TOLEDO — The Toledo
women's basketball team had a
monkey to get off its back.
Wednesday night, at Bowling
Green's expense, they did it in
dramatic fashion by defeating
the Falcons 1241 in front of 3,225
fans at Savage Hall, the largest
crowd ever to see a college
women's game in Toledo.
BG had dominated the series,
winning nine games in a row, including three last season.
However, the Rockets were
not about to take it on the chin
for a lOth-straight time.
"We talked a lot about the one
thing we hadn't done and that's
beat Bowling Green," Toledo
head coach Bill Fennelly said.
"Everyone talks about the Jinx.
But this game could have gone
either way."

Guided by the outstanding
play of senior point guard Kelly
Savage, the Rockets held off a
stubborn Falcon squad near the
end to pull off the victory.
Savage scored 32 points, including four three-pointers, in 37
minutes of play. Her last threepointer with 2:51 left made the
score 63-54 and for all intent and
purposes ended the contest.
"In big games, key plavers
gotta have big games — and Kelly did," Fennelly said. "She's
one of the best players in the
league, and she demonstrated it
against one of the best teams."
Savage, who knew this was
her last chance to beat BG before the home crowd, wanted
this win more than any of her
teammates.
"I didn't want to go the rest of
life knowing we never beat
Bowling Green," Savage said.
Savage's 14 made free throws
were more than the entire Fal-

con team attempted. BG shot 13
foul shots, connecting on nine,
while Toledo made 27-of-43.
BG's Lori Albers, Erin Vick
and Angle Bonner all fouled out,
while UT's Kim Sekulski was the
lone Rocket to pick up five fouls.
Bonner, who had four points
and four rebounds, also received
a technical foul after disputing
her fifth personal call with referee Carol Smith at the 6:34
mark of the second half.
Hie game was supposed to be
a matchup between Bonner and
Sekulski, who failed to score or
grab a rebound. But because of
early foul trouble, both were
silent.
"It's unfortunate that two of
the best post players in the
league didn't get a chance to
show what they can do," Fennelly said.
Head coach Fran Voll said the
Falcons' poor shooting from the
outside added to the foul trou-

bles.
"Angle had a tough time. We
gotta nave outside, perimeter
shooting and wejust didn't have
it," he said. "Don't take anything away from Toledo. They
worked hard, and they certainly
deserved to win."
Although the big guns weren't
a factor, both teams had excellent replacements.
Sophomore Karen Sekulski.
Kim s sister, took command
underneath with 11 rebounds in
33 minutes. She also connected
on all seven of her shots from the
field to finish with 15 points.
BG's freshman Albers, who
was starting in only her sixth
game, came up with her best
performance of the season.
While the Falcons were struggling from the outside, Albers
kept them close with her aggressive rebounding.
D See Falcons, page 11.

Half court offense
helps BG win 64-60
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports writer

Bowling Green's Heather Finfrock tries to drive
LeGault (30) and Kelly Savage (background).

Cavaliers
defeated
again
ATLANTA (AP) — John Long
helped Atlanta open a 19-point
lead by scoring 10 of his 19 points
in the first period, and the
Hawks coasted to :i 103-36 victory over Cleveland Wednesday
night, extending tbs Cavaliers'
losing streak to five games.
The Hawks, winning their second straight after a six-game
losing streak, never trailed after
building a 6-0 lead on two baskets by Long and another by
Alexander Volkov, who scored
eight points as the Hawks built a
31-12 lead at the end of the first
quarter.
The Cavs never got closer
than 10 after the first seven
minutes, cutting the lead to 57-47
on a dunk by JcJin Williams
early in the third quarter and to
59-49 moments later on a layup
by Mark Price, who led Cleveland with 20 points.

BG News/Mark Deckard
around Toledo's Lucretla

TOLEDO — The men's basketball team has won a fair
share of games this season using
a fast-paced style of Offense.
But Wednesday night in Savage Hall, it was patience and the
ability to execute the half court
offense that played a key role in
the Falcons1 64-60 MidAmerican Conference victory
over Toledo.
The win, in front of a sell out
crowd of 9,116, raised BG's record to 11-6 overall, 3-4 in the
MAC. The Rockets dropped to
7-10,24.
BG head coach Jim Larranaga said it was a matter of his
team adjusting to the type of
play it had faced recently.
"Many teams play a conser-

vative brand of basketball in
this conference," he said. "We
can play that way. too, if we understand that is what we have to
do.
"I think the last few games we
have tried to speed things up and
it hurt us."
UT head coach Jay Eck said
he was impressed with the Falcons' patience, but he said he
wasn't surprised.
"They played the possession
straight up with us. Tney probably played the best half court
game they can possibly play,"
he said.
a See Victory, page 11.

p This is your chance to join the
Summer Study Program in
France For more
fOfl

MUM
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Disiover Kinko's
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality Copies
Resumes
Professional Binding
Passport Photos
Fax Service
Laser Typesetting
Office Supplies
Pick-Up & Delivery

Open 7 Days
354-3977
113 Railroad St.

kinko's
the copy center

PROCTER & GAMBLE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS DIVISION
Only one consumer products company has heen recognized as superior in all ihese surveys:
Fortune magazine's "America's Top 10 MOM Admired Corporations"
...Black Knicrpri.se magazine's '2*> Best Places for Blacks in Work"
...!*awy magazine's "Best Corporations For Success Based on Merit not Gender."
The company: Procter St Gamble
The reason: People
"...the key to our past success and unquestionably the key to our
future success lies in our ability to attract and keep good people "
In view of this si ngle-mindcd focus on hiring and developing good people, shouldn't you consider applying
to Pnnicr & Gamble? Management Systems leads in the development and application of information, communication and quantitative systems throughout Procter & Gamble.
\\i seek iop BS. MS and MBA graduates in the fields of Management information Systems. Computer Science.
Kngineering. Math. Operations Research and other analytical disciplines to achieve this objective. Your
opportunity is immediate — we provide carry, meaningful responsibility, thorough training and avsignments
with outstanding professionals who consider your development a major responsibility Assuming good performance, your opportunity is long-term — P&G promotes strictly from within based on the results you
achieve, starting salaries are competitive Benefits, including Profit Sharing, rank among the very top in U.S.
industry

Open House
Friday,January 26th
9:00 am — ltOO pa
The State Room
3rd Floor. UaJvcralty Union.
Stop by before or after class to pick up Information
about PAG, learn about career opportunities In MM >
and talk with three recent college graduates.
Informal attire Is appropriate.
Please bring, your resume'

EUROPE 1992
NANTES, FRANCE 1990

HEWAKOr
HE FOES,

TWf
lavmmw
NIK 1H
»r» Ct*tU«»»»Oi
ban »»^»» ■- ^ -

Shows Tonight At
7:15 & 9:30 pm

5% Everybody is Welcome

info CALL:
Dr. Chittle
372-8180
352-6012

INFORMATIONAL MEETING
JANUARY 30, 9:00 PM
lOOO BAA BUILDING
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Columnists make 'Super' picks
San Francisco has too much for Broncos Miracles have happened before, though
soon will stop this string.
The best in the'80s the experts
were heard,
But to say their success would
stop in the '90s would be absurd.

With the Super Bowl only
three days away,
John El way and the Broncos
have begun to pray.
It isn't easy facing the best
team in the league they cried,
With Montana and Rice they
are bound to be fried.
But the game must go on no
matter what the spread.
At 121/2 the 49ers are still the
team to beat it is said.
The mismatch is evident, even
Elway has screamed,
I would need another point before I would take our team.
What is it that makes San
Fran so grand?
It's easy, they are the best in
the land.
Not since the Steelers ruled in
the 70s,
Has one team dominated quite
this heavily.
The '80s gave the Niners three
Super Bowl rings,
And it doesn't appear anyone

Their domination starts at the
quarterback spot,
It is here that Montana is the
best in the lot
The numbers he produced this
year were so outstanding,
He wound up possessing the
all-time highest quarterback
rating.
But the Niners aren't a one
man show,
It takes many cogs to make
this wheel go.
With Montana in the pocket
and pass set to go short,
It usually finds the hands of
his favorite cohort.
Out of Mississippi Valley State
comes the man named Rice,
Who has done so much to
make Montana's stats look nice.
Short patterns, long patterns,
medium routes too,
Rice makes defensive backs
look like dog doo.
He is accompanied on the outside by John Taylor the jet,
Returning kicks and punts too
mades him a double threat.
North and south he will run
with both pass and kick,

Celebrating The Year of Horse
World Student Association presents Special
Chinese New Year Coffee Hours.
Come Join Us
Thursday January 25, 1990
2:30 pm - 4:30 pm
Infl Lounge, 411 South Hall
Everyone Welcome!

Volunteers Wanted

The Link Crisis Center Needs You!!!
Caring people needed to assist persons
experiencing a problem or crisis
Make a Difference
Call today: 352-5387
or come to the Link
525 Pike Street
No prior experience necessary-training is provided.
Deadline for Winter applications: January 31, 1990

Watt Disney's
"THE LITTLE MERMAID"
M-F 6:30 only
O
S 4 S 12:00/1:50/3:40/5:30

Every Cincy fan remembers
him as the man who made them
sick.
For it was Taylor who caught
last year's game winner.
If he does it this year Dan
Reeves will get thinner.
Because unlike the 49ers success in the '80s,
The Broncos play in the Super
Bowl has resembled that of old
ladies.
With Rice and Taylor catching
passes, the backf ield resembles,
Two human tanks appearing
as Bronco disassemblers.
Rathman and Craig are the
two Sherman tanks.
That will hopefully run San
Fran from the Superdome to the
bank.
On defense the Niners are led
by Ronnie Lott.
They say he hits hard and he
does it a lot.
With him in the secondary the
pass routes are covered,
Opposing wide receivers will
f ind their pass routes smothered.
Which only leaves one area in
which to speak,
Special teams will also make
the Denver stomaches weak.
With Mike Cofer handling the
kicking duties,
The Field goals are sure to be
automatic beauties.
So why even play the game
you may say,
D See Hensley, page 11.

The Nebraska Cornhuskers, the
most dominant offensive team
in the nation averaging more
than 50 points per game, faced
the Miami Hurricanes in what
seemingly would be one of the
most lopsided bowls of the year.
But when the final gun sounded,
the Hurricanes defeated the
Huskers 31-30, and became the
With only the 'big one' left to
1964 National Champions.
play in the 1989-90 National
One last recall of the underdog
Football League season, this
winning the big game came in
Sunday's game will be one that
the 1980 Winter Olympics. I need
will be talked about by sports
not say anything more than the
fans for years to come.
USA hockey team and the gold
The Denver Broncos, a 121/2
medal.
point underdog to the San FranAll these upset winners had
sico 49ers, will become the secgreat leaders. The Broncos have
ond biggest underdog winner in
a quarterback who is, plain and
the history of the Super Bowl.
simple, one of the best in the
The Broncos, in doing so, will
business.
Join the ranks of the New York
Enter John Elway.
ets in Super Bowl HI, an 18
Elway, coming off his best
Sint underdog, and the Kansas
playoff game in seven years (385
ty Chiefs in Super Bowl IV, a
yards passing and three touch12 point underdog.
downs), leads his team to a
I know your probably saying,
different tune this season.
"how can this idiot say Denver
There have been many
can even contend with the
changes on this squad from two
'Niners, let alone beat them?
Sear's ago including the acquisSan Fran is the team of the
on of 21 new players, and the
'80s "
insertion of 14 new starters. So
Well it's simple — first of all
it's definitely a different team
it's the '90s, but most importanfrom the Denver team that was
tly, upsets do happen, and hap-.
pummelled in Super Bowl XXH
pen all too often in big games.
by the Washington Redskins,
Just take, for example, the
Super Bowl of a year ago. The
The offensive line has underCincinnati Bengals, seven point
gone major reconstruction with
underdogs to the 49ers, were in
four new starters coming in
control of the game until the last
since 1988. The resurgence of the
couple of minutes when San
running game is following right
Fran drove the near length of
in striae, taking the pressure off
the field and scored a last sectheir franchise quarterback.
ond touchdown to win, 20-16.
Although the consistent play
Another illustration came on
of the offensive line this season
Jan. 1,1984, in the Orange Bowl.

Mort's
Corner

has beer important, it has been
the nucleus of veterans, and the
motivation and the "new life"
given by the rookies, that has
really tx^en the major factor in
the form ula of success for the
Broncos.
Rookii! safety Steve Atwater
was the Broncos' second leading
tackier t his season, recording
129 tackles and also led the team
with 86 ii litial hits. Fellow rookie
Bobby H umphrey led the team
in rushing yards with 1,151 and
scored into touchdowns. Other
rookies \ vith a significant contribution to the squad this year
include fullback Melvin Bratton
and guar d Doug W idell.
Veterans have experience and
that is the next ingredient in the
winning f orm ula .Besides Elway, lineioacker Karl Mecklenburg has liad the best season of
his career, making 143 tackles
earning ;*iim a spot in this year's
Pro Bowl squad.
Anotheir big time player for
the Bronc os in recent years has
been safe ty Dennis Smith. Smith
is coming off one the biggest
games of lis career, when he
tallied 141 ackles and two interceptions a gainst Cleveland in
the AFC C Inampionship game
two week: sago.
The rec eivine corp of the
Broncos ii; made up of some crafty veterai is in addition to one
outstanding newcomer. Veterans Van ce Johnson. Ricky
Nattiel and Mark Jackson have
taken som ewhat of a backseat to
the new kid on the block, Michael Young. Young, a plan B
D See IVlort's Corner, page 11.

GREENBRIAR INC.
Now leasing New Apartments
For Fall 1990

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS
Across From Carter Park
2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments Featuring Air
Conditioning, Full Basement,
Dishwasher, Garbage Disposals, and
Washer/ Dryer Hookups.
224 E. WOOSTER ST. 0 co _. _ „ _ Hrs. M-F 9-5
J52-0717
SAT
9-i

Typeset Resumes

mm

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
This is the regular price
for a quality typeset resume Resumes are typeset in two
to three days .and are ready for
at UniGraphlcs.
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.
This is not a coupon.
This is not a special otter.

That's the special.

UniGrophks
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Sabo disgruntled with Reds
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cincinnati Reds
third baseman Chris Sabo says the knee injury that sidelined him part of last season is
healed, despite the apparent concerns of
Reds' management.
Sabo's left knee was injured June 9 in a
Los Angeles home plate collision with Dodgers catcher Mike Scioscia. Sabo underwent
arthroscopic surgery on a ligament in the
knee in September.
He said six weeks ago that the knee was
still tender. But rigorous therapy and rehabilitation has strengthened the joint since
then. Sabo said.
"I'm fine, but I've had a lot of bad press
about my knee lately," he said. "I can run as
well as fever could.
The Reds on Monday signed Chris Brown,
a 1986 All-Star third baseman while with the
San Francisco Giants, and assigned Brown

The Falcons' patience paid big
dividends down the stretch.
After the Rockets cut the visitors' lead to 56-54 with 3:41 left,
BG proceeded to run the shot
clock down to eight seconds before Clinton Venable fed Joe
Moore for an easy lay up.
The Falcons went on to build
on the 58-54 margin as they
scored five of the game's next
six points to take a eight-point
lead with 52 seconds left.
But the Rockets came charging back as Craig Sutters made
two free throws and connected
on a rare three-point shot to cut
the BG lead to three with seven
seconds remaining.
After a Toledo timeout, the
Falcons inbounded the ball to
Venable, who was intentionally
fouled by Rocket Rick Rightnowar. Venable made his second
free throw to give BG a 64-60

COLUMBUS (AP) — After a decade coaching in the Big Ten,
Purdue's Gene Keady says there isn't much that surprises
him.
"Anything could happen in this league. We could lose five in
a row and it wouldn't surprise me," Keady said.
But the way Keady's Boilermakers are playing these days,
that would surprise just about everybody else.
Purdue has shocked the Big Ten with a 5-0 start to take over
sole possession of the lead. The 13th-ranked Boilermakers (13-2
overall) climbed 11 spots in the latest AP Top 25 poll.
Still, even Keady says he is taken aback by his team's advances.
"Without a doubt if somebody last August had told me we'd
have this record at this point, I'd say they were crazy," he said.

He said he doesn't fear a challenge from
Brown or anyone else for his third base job.

Purdue tests sanity once again Thursday when it travels to
Ohio State to put its six-game winning streak on the line
against another one of the Big Ten's surprise teams.

"Let's get serious," Sabo said. "Really,
they can bring in anyone they want. They
can bring in Wade Boegs. The eight best
players will play and rUM one of the eight
best players on the team."

Hensley

Falcons

Victory
D Continued from page 9.

OSU hosts Purdue

parts of the 1989 season, including shortstop
Barry Larkin and right fielder Paul O'Neill.
The injuries contributed to the Reds' skid to
fourth place in the National League West
from second the previous year.
Sabo played in 82 games last season, batting .260 with six home runs, 29 runs batted
in and 14 stolen bases.
Sabo has been playing tennis with Reds
trainer Larry Starr and has played in a half
dozen charity basketball games.

to play for Cincinnati's Class AAA Nashville
farm team. Reds general manager Bob
Quinn cited a perceived lack of veteran
depth behind Sabo at third base. Brown has
been cast off by the Giants and three other
teams since his All-Star days as his production has fallen off.
"We do have some concern about Chris
Sabo and his backup," Quinn said.
Sabo said he is puzzled because he has told
Reds' management that his knee is OK.
"I tell them it's fine, and then they say
something like that. I guess they mustn't believe me, Sabo said. "Maybe they need to
be concerned, but my legs are in great
shape. Every day, I've been going to rehab
for a couple of hours. I've been sprinting and
there's no problem. My strength is back."
His injury came among a rash of injuries
that sidelined key Reds players for major

lead and virtually put the game
away with five seconds remaining.
Venable, who scored eight
points and dished out four assists, said running the offense
has been a point of concern of
late.
"We ran it (the half court
offense) very well," he said.
"We've done it in practice and
we showed tonight we can do it
in a game."
Both teams came out tenative
in the opening stanza. But the
game picked up a notch when
Moore finished off a fastbreak,
taking an alley-oop pass from
Venable and slanting it home at
the 12:59 mark. That bucket
broke one of 12 first half deadlocks.
Toledo led 32-30 at halftime.
The Rockets went ahead 37-32
within the first two minutes of
the second half.
BG then rebounded to tie the

score at 39-all on a Moore fastbreak layup at the 14:46 mark.
The Falcons proceeded to build
a 56-48 advantage with 5:17 left
to play.
Forward Steve Watson, after
two sub-par games, had teamhighs in points (15) and rebounds (10).
Moore backed him with 13
points while center Ed Colbert
scored 11 points and grabbed
eight boards.
The Rockets shot a season-low
40 percent from the field. Sutters
had game-highs of 24 points and
13 rebounds. Jeff Regez scored
14 points for Toledo.
Larranaga said his team
played with the intensity which
had been lacking of late.
"We had a performance from
the heart tonight," he said.
"Although we didn't shoot a
great percentage (42 percent),
we shot and rebounded very
well."
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D Continued from page 10.
Well, it's tradition to see a
game on this day.
But if it's a close contest you
look for in this overhyped game,
I suggest that you tune into
another contest Just the same.

G Continued from page 9.
In 36 minutes, she pulled down
15 rebounds and scored 14
points.
"She single-handedly kept
them in the game," FenneUy
said. "She'll be in a class with
Motycka and McGuire. She got
every rebound and was in the
right place every time."
Junior Traci Gorman helped
keep the Falcons close in the
opening half by hitting five-ofnine snots from the floor and
grabbing six rebounds.
Toledo led 36-35 at halftime.
But Gorman cooled off in the
second half, making only two-ofseven attempts. She finished
with a team-high 15 points.
"We played decent in the first
half. In the second half, we
didn't play well, but we were
still in the game," Voll said.
"We're a team that's taking
some steps forward, then we
take a few steps back."

Because this game will offer
nothing in the area of drama,
The only thing you may see is
the Niners saying Hi to their
mama.
Because when the cameras

show the players after their TD
runs,
It will be the proud mothers of
Forty Niners waving to their
The final is easy to predict
from this seat,
The Broncos will be the ones
who are going to be beat.
The final score is something
that everyone picks,
This desk says San Fran, 35-6.
Don Hensley is a sports writer
for The News.

Mort's Corner
D Continued from page 10.
free-agent, had two big catches,
one a 70-yard touchdown, in the
AFC title game, along with 22
regular season catches.
All of you sports fans, everything is now in place for Super
Bowl XXTV. The Broncos, playing to their potential in a finesse
type of game, will finally come
away with their first Super Bowl

ring in four attempts. The fans
in the Mile High city will be riding high, finally getting the
monkey off their backs. And
from the mountains of Colorado
to the shores of Lake Erie, you
will be able to here fans ask the.
question — "Joe who?"
Denver. 31-30.
Mike Mominey is a sports
writer /orThe News.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Discover Europe & earn 6 credit hours
Summer Study Program r\ France
Classes are In English
Dr. Charles Chrttte will talk about program
Tuesday. January 30. 9.00pm
Room 1000 BA Bldg
For more information
Dr ChltSe 372-8180or3525012

STUDENT COURT
INTERVIEWING FOR NEW STUDENT COURT
PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE COUNSEL
ORS
SIGN UP BY THURSDAY. JAN 25
40S STUDENT SERVICES; ALL MAJORS

WELCOME
STUDENT COURT

BOWLING GREEN RADIO SPORTS
It looking lor NEW MEMBERS
INFORMATIONAL NEW MEMBER MEETING'
THURSDAY JAN 25 AT 7 OOPM
306 WEST HALL

EVERY FRIDAY AT NOON
All graduate students, soup and sandwich
lunch (donation). UCF Center, comer ol Thuratm and Ridge This Friday. Mlchele Geuthier win
(ftecuaa "The Artist and the Native American
Experience"

' ATTENTION SENIORS ■ "SENIOR APPRECIATION DAY
IS FEBRUARY 3

•FRIDAY"
Come to Irte beach and party)
Dance to your favorite beach music al DRY
DOCKS Beach Party, it'll be a genuine aurtin'
safari Dry Dock is located m Harshman Quad
and la open from 9PM-1AM No cover and No
10 required.
'Saturday'
TRIP 20 performs the
at DRY DOCK
9:30-12:30
A.M.A.
ADVERTISING MEETING
Thursday Jan 25lh
5:30RM100BAA
A.RA. ICE SKATING PARTY
Friday Jan 26th
7:00-10:00 PM It lea Afens Lounge
(1.25 lo skate. 1.50 skate rental
Free food and beverage
Bring your ID
Need a ride? Any questions?
Call Michelle 354-5436
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Coed National Service Fraternity
Official Spring Pizza Rush
Thure Jan 26 7:30pm -Often Cubby Hole Lg
Friendship Leadership Service
DISCOVER THE DIFFERENCE OF ALPHA PHI
OMEGA

SEATS RESERVED AT THE MEN'S
BASKETBALL GAME AGAINST
BALL STATE AT 3 30
HAPPY HOURS AT QUARTER'S
CAFE 5 7PM SPECIAL FOOD
AND DRINK PRICES

EVERYONE WELCOME
Wo*Id Student Attoc.it.on
Invfla. you to the welcome back party
entitled "60"i and 70 V
Com* join ui. moot friend • and drat* for

tho thoma
Muak and ratrothmantt provided
Sat, Jan 27 9:00PM-1:00AM
mont

Attention Graduating Seniors
Work) Student Association la waang lo support
any graduating seniors who are interested in
participating in "The Outstanding Senior
Award", which la sponsored by the Alumni Association and the Senior Programming Board.
Please Contact Peggy Pak at 353 1962 by Fn
Jan 20 for Information

MIS AND COMPUTER
SCIENCE MAJORS
Opportunities to use CASE
Tolls are coming to BGSU!
If you would like the
opportunity to work with new
state-of-the-art sotware
developement tools at a 16.2
billion dollar investment and
pension fund company, bring a
resume and come talk to us at
Computer Science Night.
(Jan. 25th)
Paul E. Hinds II
CASE Administrator
State Teachers Retirement
System of Ohio
84' BGSU Alumni

LAGA
There sal be a meeting of the Lesbian and Gay
AJaance Thursday. January 25 at 8 30 PM The
meeting «free an open lo al, and it will be heid
In the basement of the United Christian Fesowship Center Cal the Gay. Lesbian Information
ino at 352LAQA on Mondays. Wednesdays.
and Fridays from 7-10PM (or more details
about our meetings
PSYCHIC FAIR. B G Holiday Inn
January 28th 11 am. • 8p.m.
Psychic readings, merchandise
$1 00 edmisson or bnng 2 friends
and all enter for $1 00
Attention OSEA Fundraislng Committee'
Meetmg Wednesday Jan 31 900
2nd floor Ed
Surprise your sweetie or a friend
Valentine s Day Mylar Batoon Sate
includes free delivery and card on Valentine's
Day
Order t /2Q-2/2 in the Union Foyer
Sponsored by Honors Student Association
WHEN IS A GRAPE A
LETHAL WEAPON?
Grape Boycott Awareness Week
Jan. 22-26
into tables In Union Foyer,
Education and Math/Science BWgs
or cal our info line 352-7538

Fun! Service1 Friends!
Circle K Open House
Jan 25 8 30pm 110 BA
Refreshments and dancing
afterwards Hope to see
you there'

Babysitter Available 6 yrs experience Available any evening except Wed, also Monday and
Friday afternoons and weekends Please cal
Sharon at 372 3931

LOST & FOUND
FOUND: pair of ladies glasses In case. Wed
Jan 17th Lot H, by Psych BkJg Cal
372-2640

Need s caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Cal BO PREGNANCY CENTER
at 354 HOPE
For info on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services

Lost 2 rings, sapphire and garnet Both very
meaningful " If found cal 372-5150 Lost at
SRC. Jan 10

S.C. A. ORGANIZATION MEETING
2nd floor Memorial Hal above b-bal court
Come and find out how the Middle Ages
actually were Come and see our Lords and
Ladies practice their fighting skills
7.30 tonrte and every Thursday night

LOST Men's gold rope bracelet on 1-20-90
RE WARD .Sentimental value Cal 353-8959

Special Open Snare CoHoquium
featuring Native American Artist Mtchefe Geuthier Come check it our! Watch or share, It's fun
& It's free)
Friday. Jan 26 7 OOPM
UCF Centericomer ol Tnuretin)

A TO Z DATA CENTER' 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal
Express, Typing, Resumes. FAX. copies

SERVICES OFFERED

[Campus

Over 80 Imported Beers •

IPollyeyes
352-9638

Everyone Is invited to a presentation by Michelle Gauthier. Ron Mot and guests on "TheNATIVE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE" at Founders
Lounge Thursday Jan 25 at 7:30pm

continued on p. 12

"A Gathering Place"

440 E. Court

ASK ABOUT OUR MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM
"THE CELLER"

College of Education * Allied Professions
SCHOLARSHIPS
Several scholarship awards for the 1990-91
academic year are being offered to students m
the College of Education A Allied Professions
Application forms are available now in the
Dean's Office. 444 Education BkJg Completed
forms must be returned by March 1

RESERVE

PERFECT FOR:

• Business Meetings • Class Gatherings •
• Fraternrty/Sorority Functions • Parties •

Dine in the Cellar and receive 10% off food bill
"" • Burritos

Salads • Naihos • T

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

Valentine's Dav aCELU valentine's Day

<

Hi
3

Attention ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA members
those who want to become nvofved m our society (and hopefully that's al of you) come to to
the meeting on Jan 30 at 9 00pm - 2nd floor
Student Services building

Community Open Shaie
Come show stones, poems, thoughts, music.
art. etc or just come for the enrichment & entertainment.
Monday Jan 29
8:30 PM Free to everyone
UCF Center(cornor of Thursttn)
Every other Monday thru Apnt 9th

§
3

8

X

C
is

Sweets or Flowers?
Why not both?
Order your personalized
ice cream pie
and receive a free carnation.
Order by Feb. 9 at ihe Union Soda
Shoppe or call 372-2641 $7.50 cash or
coupons

or order The Sweetheart Special.
S4.oo for a Heart-Shaped ice cream

pie for 2.
Valentine's Day %> in a» fa valentine's Day

The Following Buildings
are Completely Full!
320 Elm

1002 E Wooster
815 Second

920
314
609
119

E. Wooster
Manville
Second
University

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for a three-year or
two-year scholarship from Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition,
most books and fees, plus $100 per school
month. They also pay off with leadership
experience and officer credentials
impressive to future employers.

831 Scott Hamilton
134 N. Main
We still have many great houses, duplexes and
apartments for fall. Come to our ONLY office
at 328 S. Main for more information!

ABMYBOTC

Newlove Rentals
328 S. Main

352-5620

Major Jeff Ovenden

THE SMAITEST COLLEGE
C0U1SE TOD CAM TAKE
CONTACT ARMY ROTC
372-2476
Room 151

Memorial Hall

THE BG NEWS
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Classifieds

January 25,i«m>

CMttaaedfrotnp.il

ARE YOU ADOPTED? DO YOU HAVE A
BROTHER OR SISTER THAT IS ADOPTED? IF
SO, AND YOU WOULD UKE TO SHARE YOUR
STORY WITH MISCELLANY MAGAZINE,
PLEASE CALL 2-8087 ASK FOR DEB

PERSONALS

Attention Spring Rueheee
Be prepared to teel
the stmg ol the Phi Taua
RUSH PM KAPPA TAU

Hippy Han Men Dag*. 26
I MM your own Tsoos 3 tor $1
Monday • Friday
Quarters Cafe

ATTENTION BGSU STUDENTB
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
ARE ACCEPTINO APPLICATIONS
FOR THE 1000-01 SCHOOL
YEAR COME JOIN THE FUN
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
M THE MKjm ALUMNI CENTER
AND 406 STUDENT SERVICES
DUE FEBRUARY 0. 1SB0AT
5 00PM IN THE MILETI ALUMNI CENTER'

SUPER BOWL party subs
$5 50efoot
ALSO
Potato J Macaroni Setod
$1 25 a pound
ORDER NOW
DIBenedettoa ■ 352 4663

ATTN MORTAR BOARD ■
Semesters 1 at meeting
Jan 25th. 2nd floor Student Services
Officers g 00. Meeting - 9 30
See You There

STUDENT COURT
INTERVtEWWQ FOR NEW STUDENT COURT
PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE COUNSELORS
SON UP BY THURSDAY. JAN 25
405 STUDENT SERVICES; ALL MAJORS
WELCOME
8TU0ENT COURT

BtothMertln
Congratulations on your
Initiation into
ALPHA OAMMA DELTA
I'm vary proud of you I
Lova. Dan

FLORIDA. WHO NEED* ITT
GO JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
MARCH 18-25TH

BtgMtoheas.
I've never had ao much fun. Thanks tor al the
thlnga you've dona You ware tight, now I see
smce I'm a wearer of the key. Kappa Kappa
Gamma unta eternity
UT Tammy

• "RUSH BETA" •
• "RUSH BETA" *
Bets Then Pi Rush
Tonight it 7 00 PM
/5 0MI-raternityRo«
• Rush Beta Thsta Pi*

ChiO • Nancy Mar Quardt ■ CtxO
Second time ie a charml Congratulations on
your lavalerlng to Delta Tau Delta Jay Brzszlnaki ot Kent Stale
Lova. Tha Slaters ol CJx Omega
CHICAGO ' UAO ' CMCAOO • UAO
Jan 28 - 28
Leaving Friday 2:00 from Union Oval
UAO ' CMCAOO * UAO

•FRKJAY"
Coma to tna baach and paityl
Danoa to your tavortta baach mualc at DRY
DOCKS Baach Party, it■ Da a gamma aurnn'
safari Dry Dock la located In Harahman Ouad
and laopan from gPM-tAM No oovar and no
tOraquMd.

Congralulattona Jym Kataohi
OSEA FUNDRAISmG COMMITTEE MEMBER
FOR
1ST$£ME$TER!
Great tobJu Uel

• SATURDAY •
TRIP 20 performs Ihf*
atORYDOCK
8.30-12 30

DAYTONA'UAO'DAVTONA'UAO
Go lo Oaytona Baach lor Spring Break March
16-25
$232 for transportation a hotel
$143 hotol only
Sign-up In Union Foyer Jan 22-26 g am- 4 pm
Cal UAO office lor more Info

A free grit Just lor calling plua ralaa up to
11700. In only 10 days. Student groupa, trata A
sororities naadad lor marketing protect on
campus For details paje your tree grit group
offtcerscsl 1-800-705-8472ext 50
ADOPTION
happily married couple ot 14
years Wa promise your cnHd a loving home a
financial security Devoted stay at home Mom.
caring Dad « one Dig sister Al medical a legal
expensespaid Calcosset41 0 822-0288

DUatRS AT SLAMMERS
Thursday 7-g PM
Bring aome dimes'
Ako...
BONUS Dimes at Slammers
Every Monday 7-g PM
Start your week off with a ower'

Alpl»W*TAM6IY8HARPE' Alpha Xi
Congratulations on your new exec position' I
know you-K do an EXCELLENT pb'llova you'
Love. Your Big

Earn money A obtain work exp. In:
Communications " Pubftc Relations
Marketng " Sales
Apply now lor the BQSU Spring Tetotund
Appacatlona available from Sam-5pm at
MH.ETI ALUMNI CENTER
or cal Pam M 37 2 7698
Tetotund deles FEB la-APMLIB

And tna winged warrior roae from the aehee
•rid soared to magnrlicent halghtl.
Nothing stood in the way aa tna PHOENIX
uttered its Dana cry . . Striving tor Excel
lenoe
RU8H ALPHA SIGMA PHI
AOTT
The Stotora ol Alpha Omlcron PI would Bka to
thank Margie Pern. Krlatan. Olna. Illllll. Fudge, and Cindy tor al their hard work Yourdedicatlon end lime certainty paid off

FLOOR HOCKEY OFFICIALS NEEDED: MANDATORY CLINIC • JAN 20 • 5-8:00 P.M. APPLY IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER.

Enjoy a good living with

Preferred Properties

GAMER!
ART SCHOOL parytng Frl a Sat
January 26ti * 27111

FOX RUN - SUMMER ONLY
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT
HOUSES FOR SUMMER ONLY
All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
ask about our other Ilistings

RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI...
Where It Al Comee Together
RUSH PM KAPPA Psl...

OAMMA PHJ PET A ACTtVUC
Get excited tor sencus presemetlon'
LOVE. YOUR AWESOME GOO FOO BABE
PLEOOES

RUSH SIGMA NU
RUSH SIGMA NU

HOMECOMMO COMMITTEE 1900 RE PRE
SENTATTVES
AT LARGE APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
406 STUDENT SERVICES
DEADLINE MONDAY JANUARY 20 6:00PM

w

A STiCW. 0/VXT THAT REAPS HUW«Vs>
fAHENTAL AVviSoty.cotnAHS OWICIT
tUEMl, AND TMMOML LYKKS > "

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
90-91 SCHOOL YEAR CALL 364-4273. ASK
FOR TERRI OR RHONDA
Wanted
Enthueieettc students to Promote Deytona
Baach Spring Break 90 Earn free tripe a
commiaaions Cal; Student Travel Service. #1
In Studant Travel 1 800-265 1799 Ask for
Brad

RUSH SIGMA NU

INTRAMURALS: ENTRIES DUE: M, C FLOOR
HOCKEY JAN 2g; M. W. C CURLING • JAN.
30; M DBLS HACQUETBALL ■ JAN 31
JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
We don't sen you s ticket and forget you

HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN
CALL: 35J-TOUR-3534417

HELP WANTED

RUSH SIGMA NU

RUSHTHETACMI
A WINNING TRADITION
RUSH THETA CHI
STRENGTH THROUGH BROTHERHOOD
Thurs. Jsn 25-PIurn Night
Mon. Jsn 28-WFAL Live Broedcait
Wet. Jsn ll-Wlton Bradley Tournament
Call lor a ride at 352-eOOI
RUSH THETA CM* • • RUSH THETA CHI

JAMMIN'IN JAMAICA
1/2 THE S 4 2x THE FUN
CALL: 353-T0UR-3534447

RUSH OT RUSH 2«T RUSH Z«T RUSH ZBT
l<JI the chi with ZBT
Ruah Zeta Beta Tau fraternity
Thurs Jan 25 and Mon Jan 29

7 30 9:30pm
KAPPA SIGMA
RUSH
TONIGHT 7PM
MZ.U,KAT.andJBJJX
BTPJKEONEI
lOlnsVURA
LAM80A CHI ALPHA
Gat psyched lor AOTT CLASSIC'
You'lbegreatl
Love your coaches
-heather li Ann

RUSH ZBT RUSH Z1T RUSH ZBT RUSH 2JJT
ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT
WE WANT YOU TO RUSH ZETA BETA TAU
FRATERNITY
THUR JAN 26 ANO MON 28 7:30-9 30PM
ZBT ABT ZBT ZBT ZBT

"TIPH

"Z

Thanks tor a pretty hip yasT
Love. Stod

Uke to waar deelgner clothes?
You can buy St traction ol
original cost at Elite Repeat
525 Ridge St., Bowling Green.

STRESSED OUT ALREADY?
Relax. Than atop by the WELL
372-8303 220 Student Heelth Center
11 -4 M-TH
1 at Floor Rec Center 4-8 M-TH 12 8888)
Take a tree Streaa Asaaaamentteat al our Rec
Office

MISS BOSU SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
•30th ANNIVERSARYLENHART GRAND BALLROOM
FEBRUARY 3. 1990

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
$295 e week at the Kettertng Inatituta In Dayton, flea a arch Assistants - Al Majors Vary
competitive Appacatlona m Political Science of
floe. Due by 1/2S

NASSAU/PARADBE BLAND, CANCUN. MEX100
From $299 00
R.T. air, R.T tranelers. 7 nights hotol. cruise
beach parties, free lunch, free eoYntestons. hotel taxes & more Organize smal group earn
FREE TPJP. For more Information cal to! free
1800) 344 B380 or In Ct 1600)522 6288
NEEO A D.J.?
Sable Enterprieee/Professlonal disc tockey
Data parties, teas, weddings, etc A) BsssM lor
emergency case Competitive pricee.Cal tor
ralerencea John or Dalles 351-71*0.
NEED CASH? Consign your Ilka
new clothing to earn Dig dollars.
Call tor appointment. J53-MJ0

Summer Sublease Cheap, 2 bedrm. apt. aval.
May 90 Large, dose to campus, an oono Cal
3548421
The Phosnln Takee Fsgtit
Alpha Sigma Phi
The Phoenix Takes Flight
AJpheSlgniePhl
The Phoenix Takes Flight
Alpha Sigma Ptv
THETA CHI'S
GET PSYCHED FOR
THE ALPHA OMICRON PI CLASSIC
LOVE.
YOUR ALPHA OMICRON COACHES
THURSDAY AT BRATHAUS
Karrexazlt.75
Fuzzy Navel $1.00
Legal Jo.nl $1 50
Pitchers ' Pltchera ' Pitchers
AH Night Long

Take tha Wsaneea Chatengel Two locations
220 Student Health Servtcee open 11 -4 M-TH
1 at floor rec center open 4 8 M TH
CHALLENGE YOURSELFI
Heed! Cantor phone 12-8303
Fate Cantor phone 0 2 8888

PAT COSGROVE and SUSIE FRANKS
PLEASE CONTACT
THE OFFICE OF ADMWSIONB
ANDASKFORA
STUDENT TOUR COORDINATOR
AT372-04S4
BETWEEN
10:10-12:30 and 1:10-3:30
PHI MU PLEDGES
One more day unts
INITIATION
Get psyched'

WANT TO BE THE NEXTIOt COST AST
Join BOWLING GREEN RADIO SPORT*
And travel the globe New members organizattonal meeting thie Thursday
Jen 25 at 7PM 309 Wast HaH
Would you eke to be a female dander el
QAsWrHI Corns to a masting Tues Jan 30th
gpm lor detaas. Must be at toast 19 1 bring ID.
883 S. Main. 354-0118.

WANTED

PHI SIGMA KAPPA'
RUSH TONtOHTI at tha Alpha XI Daks house
Find out why we've bean named the fraternity
of the ntnettosl Become a founding Father ol
Phi Sigma Kappa on Bowing Green so* its your
FUTURE!
7:30-8:00PM
PHI SKI MA KAPPA I
PI KAPPA PMI"'DELTA OAMMA
Congratulatlona Kevin Kerch and Room Danielson on your lavaeering
The Brothers of PI Kappa Phi

STUDENT COURT*"*"**"
INTERVIEWING FOR NEW STUDENT COURT
PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE COUNSELORS
SIGN UP BY THURSDAY, JAN 25
405 STUDENT SERVICES; ALL MAJORS
WELCOME
•••"STUDENT COURT
Energetic, highly motivated Indtvlduala needed
to fin al poelttone St tha neweet live rock -n- rol
dub in the Toledo arae tie a greet way to make
extra money Flexible hours and car pookng avalabie Apply In person si the Powerhouse
Thure-Sun alter 8pm Jual north ol BG on Rt
26.

-by Fred Wright
THAT'S 8ECAVSE ACCMPING To THE
GrOv£toJmBHTA#l> THE P./H.R.C..THAT
Altiu* HAS A SONG- THAT PA1OAVOTF<
PAl/CV ABUSE ANP COOLD iJEjuSfa

/

IN SEARCH OF AN APARTMENT
Up to 2-3 vacandea avaaable Depending on kv
Ing arrangements-monthly rent payments rang
$120 $180 plua utartlee Potential roommates
must be responsible, should have no problems
w/morrthfy payments Cal Greg 81353-7061

Wanted 1 F roommate lor Spring 1990
Deposit and first mo rent paid
2 bdrm. 2 bath Cal 364-3477

Welcome to the Real WorldEXCVSEMtj BUTCOULP you TEU. ME
W«y THIS TOrftV DENVER RECOUP HAS

1 Female OuClaaail Wanted
$1 10a month
own room - very doss to campus
OH 372-6461 or 353 9888

RUSH SIGMA NU

Rental Office 835 High Street.Phone 352-9378
Office hours - Monday ihru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
NOW LEASING FOR THE SUMMER AND FALL

RUSH PHI KAPPA FBI. .
Where It Al Comee Together
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI.

CALL: MS-TOUR III MIT

BHATHAUS
Superbowl Sunday
Bar open al 4:00pm
llto

"BETATHETAPI"
Ruth Tonight It 7 00 PM
"Ban MocMai Ntoht"
Coma loin the Bata Dragons
«SOMFrstornlryRow
•"BetaThstsPI"*

RUSH
KAPPA slam A
TONIGHT 7PM

Cemplng: »30a-Luiury Villas: »SSI
Spedel Rates tor Oroups (4 or morel
OIKOUNTsVOISCOUNTsVDIsCOUNTsV

WE 00 WITH YOU
BOSUS SKI TEAM
You guys are tna greatest' Thanks ao much tor
pushing us out ol the ditch'
Your devoted tanaheather and Suaan

•**PI KAPPA PH"***
KENNY REEVES LIVE
THUR 7:0OP»0:00PM
AVOW A BORING RUSH
I Pt KAPP CHAPTER IN REGION
I PI KAPP CHAPTER IN NATION
RUSH PI KAPPA PHI
• • • PRIDE IN FRATERNm* • •

PI KAPPA PHI" "CHI OMEOA
0MBJBjss1ss»»J Max Myers and Cindy Rsngort
onyourengsgarnanl
The Brolhere of PI Kappa PN

ARE you TAUCIMG"ftOCKY
mOUrVTOlA/ H/&W"?
/
ABOUT

TWAT'i THE
ONE.' NASTY
LITTLE PiTjyl

STUDENT COURT
INTERVIEWING FOR NEW STUDENT COURT
PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE COUNSELORS
SIGN UP BY THURSDAY, JAN 25
405 STUDENT SERVICES; ALL MAJORS
WELCOME
STUDENT COURT
AVON
Repreaentatrvee needed Ful-tlme earnings,
part-time hours CalJudy 352 1295
Horse Farm 20-30 hre/week Flexible hours,
must Be akigte Over 18 A experienced. Prefer
tomato Grand Rapidserea 8320219
KMKO'S la seeking a marketing representative
to handle campus sales Must be avaaable to
work s minimum ot 26 hours M-F, with the flexi
baty to work 40 hours s week during August,
September, December and January. Hourly A
oomrntsalon. This Is an exceoant opportunity to
gem valuable experience In sales Interested
indtvlduala plaaaa send reeume lo Kjnkoa Copies. 113 Railroad Street Bowing Green. Ohio
43402 Atlenion Ellen Ids
Nenntoa. Summertime eve-m poeMons aiiaBarill
In Michigan suburbs Babysitting experience a
must Mothers Uttle Helper (313) 851 0860
NO Fes.
Nanny position for summer caring tor prolesSOT'S six year old daughter Live m or live out
Cal 352-8901
Now hiring EBSCO Telephone Service
A nattonwtde telemarketing service Flexible
hoursf.15 minimum) Guaranteed hourly wsge
plus dsfly bonus baaed on sales Base pay
rstees given In incrtmente according to hours
worked. No cold caas. renewals only Year
round employment Make money and learn
marketable ski* Internships and co-ops available Stop si 113 N Man SI altar 4:00
PMINext to David s Dai)
WANT TO PARTY
Free tripe. Caen. Intensive Fun'
Sun a Ski party tour operator seeks run-loving
campue rape Cal m-Uto 1 800-283-5804
Work 16 hours par weekend. Our company la
seeking employees lo perform unskRsd Ught
production work. Current openings for a new
weekend shift. 7 1 /2 hrs. on Saturday S 7 1/2
hrs. on Sunday. Plant location la only 2 blocks
from BQSU campus. The rate ol wage la S3 35
per hour. H interested In this weekend shift or if
you can wont al toast 15 hours Monday thru
Friday, cal the office at 364-2844 or pick up
an appecabon al Advanced Specialty Products,
■to, 420 Qough Street. Bowing Qrasn, Ohio

Ie It True You Can Buy jeepe lor $44 through
the U.S. Government? Get the lacta today' Can
1-708-742-1142 Ext. 1794
Microwave
Hotpolnt by Q.E. 14 cubic ft.,
626 watts, excellent cond. $60. Cal
354-8014 Leave meesago
Tired ol Weklng? 1988 HYUNDAI Take over
payments Col 363-9156
84 HONDA CIVIC. 4-door silver,
AM/FM/Cau 76000 mllee/m an excetent
conrS. must sal eoon because of moving
$2500 Please cal 353-7034
•s» RED BERETTAI 8 cyl, auto. AC. fm/oaaa,
oniae. Only 6.700I Cal 353 71 79

FOR RENT
• • S » V RENTALS ■ ■
1 12 bdrm apts 4 houses aval
0 4 12 mo tosses. Caa 362-7454
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMFUUS. SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL TOM 362-4471 DAYS OR 1SM400 EYE
4WKENQ8.
2 bedrooms near campus
Share bathroom & kitchen
Cal 362-6660
443 N Enterprise. Apt A. 1 bdrm. $340/mc
water, sewer tocajd. 12 mo. toese. AvastDtogAuguat
443 N Entorpriae. Apt B. 3 bdrm. apt
$560/mo water, sewer Inctud. 12 mo. lease
Avaaable m May.
443 N Entorpnaa. Apt 3 Vary nice efflc
$280/mo mdud water 4 sewer. 12 mo.
lease Available Hi August
Apartment tor rent. Two
togea Cal 362-3472.

Cooking prtv-

Apartment for Rent. Free heat, water, own
room. Avaaable Irnmedkttety $176/month. Cat

Wendy at 363-6098.

ARE YOU PULLING YOUR HAIR OUT?
Trying to find the right apartment!
Belore you go bald, check out
R.E. Menegement'a Apartments.
RLE MANAGEMENT
152-4102
sOSCLOUQHST.aanj
AVAILABLE NOW
One 4 two bedroom apartments • turnrahed 4
unfurnished starting at $360 00 Qaa 4 heat
Included Free campue ahuttte
Wlnthrop Terrace Apartments. 352 9136.
CHEAP HOUSING I
Stll looking for a place to Ive? We have an
opening lor one mate roommate for the spring
semester Brand new apartment close to cam
puafor only $130 per month pkje utattea Cal
lor Into: 363-7688 or 372-4341 HURRYI It
won't leal longl
D4QRENTALS
NICEST APARTMENTS IN BO
3 units toft 850 Scott Hamilton. 2 blocks from
campus1 Modem, lumlahed 2 bdrm units
New carpeting laundry IsdBttss, sir conditioned, reserved parking. Max. 4 persons per
unit 12 mo. lease. $595 00 9 mo. lease
$660 00 Aval May 4 August 1990 Cat
287-4255/287-4686.
Desperately seeking one mala. non-amokJng
roommate to euhleeaa half an apt tor spring '00
-now-. Close to campue. Free utMtosI Rent negoBspall Cal Male: 354-4082

You can buHd extra Income through a pan time
business For appointment, cal Tim at
363 8608

For Rant
Summer 4-bsdroom house doss to campus
and downtown. Cal 352-2832.

FOR SALE

For rent: Summer only, 2-4 psopts. 304 E.
Court St Cal 352 2932

'•• RAMBLER FOR BALEIIGOOD CONDI
TON. NEW BATTERY ASKING $500 OR
BEST OFFER CALL 372-3016.
'82 BUICK SKYHAWK auto. s» cruise, valour
interior. 2-tone gray, sharp car. Must sal
$1600372-1306
197 7 Bok* Skylark New Urea, brakes.
AM/FM stereo Rune very good $600 or best
offer Cal 354-0708
ig78 FORD LTD 4-DOOR. GOOD COND
82,000 Ml POWER WINDOWS AM/FM
STEREO, CRUISE CONTROL, NEW TIRES,
NEW BRAKES. NEW BATTERY CALL BRUCE
353-9752 5750

■ Man
400 -Third Street
1 bdrm 4 2 bdrm untie;
fully furnished; AC
Now tossing tor 1 BOO. 1861,
snd summer 11SO.
Convenient - 4 reoeoneWe.
Cell 352-4144
House lor rant. 3 bedroom. 2 beth. 352 9581
Houses and Apartments * Close to Campus
For summer 1990S 1990 91 school year
Call 287 3341

1988 Ponttac Grand Am
2 dr., 6 speed, air. AM/FM stereo 38,000
miss $5450 ph 352 8582

JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. fum./unfurn. AC. as tow aa
$440/mo Heat Included rates available Ph.
354 8038.

1988 Ford Escort GL
2 Dr. Auto. AM/FM Stereo
30.000 miles. '4926 Ph 352-8682

Need tomato roommate to share apt. unM end
of spring earn $156 mth tuty lurrushed Cal
3538088

4 coupon books 4-aeJe, $86 each. Negotiable
CalTammy or Lorl. 372-5262

One and two bedroom apartments tor rant. Aveaabte Summer and Fal 'SO. Cal anytime
364-3633. VILLAGE GREEN APARTMENTS

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles
from $100 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys Surplus Buyare Guide 111 61B-45S-6996
ExU 1535A
AudPphee qualty speakers
Polk Audio RTA12B $1100 new. set lor $450
Boston Acoustic A100e $450 new. set for
$275 Rich 372-8080
Auto 1080 Dataun 210 72.000 these Rune
great $396 00 ot bast offer. 364-6416
Complete bedroom sal. Queen size bed. hutch
5 bedroom furniture Cal 362-6215.
Dorm-alze refrigerator (Opacity 2.7 cubic feet
Practically brand new (6 mo ok)) Must Sal
$96 00. Cal Carol alter 6pm.364-7242
DYNASTAR COURSE CERAMIC SL SKIS 203
cm with marker MRR48 Bmdmga Never moon
led Price negotiable Cal John 363-7680.

5*1 r

FOR SALE Camera, tape recorder, bathroom
scale, bmoculara. clothing size 16, odds I
ends. Cal 363-7792

Preferred Proporsss Is now tossing for summer
and tol. Piedmont apartments and many of our
other asangs are avslatilal Al residents receive
a membership to Cherrywood Health Spa Cal
362-9378
STAY CLOBEI
Campus Mannor Apts
Free hast, tree AC. come in TODAY
to sign up for summer or fal.
RE. MANAGEMENT 352-2302
8TH.L LOOKING FOR AN APARTIsENT?
Cat Jason or Kim at 363-8468 Looking tor
lublesse tor real ol aemeetor 1 or 2 people
Oamroom.
Two bdrm efficiency and aome houses aval, tor
80-81 schod year Steve Smith 362 8917

Friday January 26
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3:30 - Bath & Berea H.S. Bands
8 pm - Symphonic Band & Faculty Brass Quintet
Mark Kelly, conductor
(Complimentary tickets required. Available
at Kobacher Box Office)
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Saturday January 27
11:00 am Concert Band Jay C. Jackson, conductor
K 1:00 pm Parkway & Minerva H.S. Bands

k

All concerts are held in Kobacher Hall *
and are FREE!

